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Smoke Detector Tester™ Is The Most Reliable, Economical & Preferred Way To Achieve NFPA Code 72 Functional Smoke Entry Test Compliance. NEW



HEAT DETECTOR TESTER ®



DUSTAIR™



Low Price



Extends Up To 34 Ft. Available In Aluminum Or Fiberglass



™



For All Heat Detectors In The 135-190°F Range



CO✓CHECK



EXTENSION DEVICES



Cleans Smoke Detectors On Site



The World Standard UL



Carbon Monoxide Detector Tester



®



LISTED



MADE IN U.S.A.



Alarm Manufacturer Approved 1490 ADAPTER TUBE



Improves Aim & Accuracy Provides 50% More Tests Bursts Per Can



P.O. Box 5369, Vernon Hills, IL 60061 PHONE (847) 281-8400 (800) 822-5676 FAX (847) 281-8998 Visit our web site: www.homesafeguard.com E-mail: [email protected] Contact Us For A Local Distributor In Your Area Enquiries: www.homesafeguard.com
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Sleeping children & smoke alarms Reprinted with permission from NFPA Journal, July/August 2003, Copyright © 2003 National Fire Protection Association, Quincy, MA 02169



MARCI DOUGLAS STILL CRIES when she watches the videotape. “I can’t help it,” she says. “It’s so intense to watch. If it had been a real fire…” Her voice trails off. If she thinks about the “if,” she’ll start to cry again. If it had been a real fire, her son would be dead. he video to which Douglas refers is a 2001 report depicting sleeping children’s responses to smoke alarms that WCCO-TV in Minneapolis produced with the help of the Bloomington, Minnesota, Fire Department. Marci’s son Mitchell, then 10 years old, was one of four children WCCO tested to see how they would react to a smoke alarm in the night. Their responses are frightening. One boy ran through the smoke rather than use a secondary exit. A little girl woke but didn’t recognize the sound of the alarm. A third child didn’t wake to the alarm and, when prodded by his mother to escape, simply froze. However, watching Mitchell is what brings tears to his mother’s eyes. “I didn’t think much about it before the test,” Douglas says. “Mitchell is a smart boy. I thought he’d hop right out of bed. I thought there was a chance he might run right out the bedroom door and into the smoke, but it never occurred to me he wouldn’t wake up.” He didn’t. Not for almost 15 minutes. Since WCCO conducted its study, similar stories have aired across the country, in places like Columbus, Ohio; Des Moines, Iowa; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; and Jackson, Mississippi. What was once shocking has become terrifyingly commonplace: as alarms urgently sound, children sleep.



T



REPORTS SPUR NEW RESEARCH Researchers have long known that children sleep differently from adults and that their sleep is especially sound in the



hours soon after they first fall asleep. The younger the child, the longer the deep-sleep phase is likely to last. How that relates to smoke alarm audibility has only recently become an issue, however, thanks largely to news reports and more formal studies. Because children 5 and under and adults 65 and older — for whom smoke alarm audibility might also be an issue — are twice as likely as the general population to die in a home fire, the research has commanded the attention of everyone interested in fire safety in the home. Last January, the U.S. Consumer Products Safety Commission launched a two-year study to investigate smokealarm audibility among children and the elderly, and NFPA’s National Fire Protection Research Foundation is seriously considering conducting a study of the issue, according to Foundation President Rick Mulhaupt. To bring NFPA members up to speed on the



By Shelly Reese issue, NFPA also invited Dr. Dorothy Bruck, who has conducted seminal research on the topic in Australia, to speak at its World Safety Conference and Exposition™ in Dallas last May. In addition, Underwriters Laboratories (UL) made the subject the centerpiece of its March 7 smoke alarm standard technical panel meeting in Northbrook, Illinois, establishing two working groups to study the topic in detail. The first group, composed of pediatric sleep experts, safety engineers, government officials, and manufacturers, was charged with gathering information and proposing future research designed to better understand the physiological and technical aspects of the issue. Such research could lead to changes in the way smoke alarms operate and how they are installed and used. The second group, composed of UL members, NFPA members, fire prevention and education specialists, and manufacturers,



Researchers have long known that children sleep differently from adults and that their sleep is especially sound in the hours soon after they first fall asleep. INTERNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION www.ifpmag.com
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In subsequent research, Bruck’s findings further complicated the issue: simply installing an alarm in a child’s room is unlikely to solve the problem. is developing an educational campaign to raise public awareness of smoke alarm and fire safety issues. Such research and discussion are welcome, says Rita Fahy, NFPA’s manager of fire databases and systems, who spoke on the topic at the Fire Suppression and Detection Research Application Symposium in Orlando, Florida last January, because the data available to date “raise more questions than answers.” STUDIES RAISE CONCERNS While less emotionally charged than the televised images of children sleeping through alarms, scientific studies published on the topic are equally alarming. Bruck, a psychologist at Victoria University in Australia, was the first to identify the problem. In her 1999 study published in the Fire Safety Journal, Bruck tested 20 children between the ages of 6 and 17 to determine their response to a 60-decibel alarm sounding at their pillows. She conducted her test twice and found 17 of the children slept through one or both tests. Two of the three who woke were 16 and 17 years old, among the older children in the sample. Indeed, for the children 15 and under, the reliable waking rate was only 5.6 percent. In contrast, Bruck found all of the parents woke when the alarms sounded. In subsequent research, Bruck’s findings further complicated the issue: simply installing an alarm in a child’s room is unlikely to solve the problem. In a presentation to the fourth Asia-Oceania Symposium on Fire Science and Technology in 2000, Bruck and fellow researcher Angela Bliss reported their findings from a study of 28 children between the ages of 6 and 15. In two tests, the children were exposed to an 89-decibel alarm; half slept through one or both tests. Among the 6 to 10year olds, that percentage climbed to 71 percent. When children did wake,
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they were groggy for several minutes, a factor that might well have impaired their ability to make life-saving decisions in a true emergency. While adults and fire protection experts may be surprised by those numbers, kids themselves might not be. Derrick Ethridge, fire prevention officer for the Loyalist Township Emergency Services in Ontario, Canada, decided to study the issue of audibility when children in the schools he visits told him they didn’t think they’d hear an alarm if it went off. “They kept telling me, ‘I don’t think I’d hear it,’ or ‘I sleep with my door closed,’ or ‘I don’t think I’d wake up,’ ” he recalls. “I suspected there was a problem just on the basis of what the kids were telling me, and I wanted to find out if that was true.” With the help of Professor Alistair MacLean of the Queens University Sleep Lab, the Canadian Hearing Society, the Limestone and Algonquin school boards, and the parents of 222 Loyalist Township sixth graders, Ethridge decided to conduct an experiment. Parents were asked to activate the smoke alarms outside their sleeping children’s bedrooms between 9 and 11 p.m. on two separate nights in April 2002 and time how long it took the children to awaken. Tests were con-



ducted once with the door closed and once with it open. The children knew they’d be tested but didn’t know when. The team found 31 percent of the children didn’t wake up at all when the smoke alarm was activated, and 53 percent didn’t react within the first minute. Ethridge later conducted random audibility tests of 22 of the homes. Testing once with the bedroom door open and again with it closed, he found audibility in some cases dipped as low as 64 decibels. “Some parents wrote back, ‘I took the damn smoke alarm off the ceiling, put it over my kid’s head and he didn’t move.’ Or they said the alarm rang until the batteries went dead, and the child never woke up,” he says. “They were definitely concerned.” As disconcerting as research such as Bruck’s and Ethridge’s may be, it must be considered in light of overwhelming data demonstrating smoke alarms’ proven benefit. Since the early 1970s, when smoke alarms made their way into homes, residential fire deaths have been cut in half. Homes with smoke alarms – operational or not – have a death rate 40 to 50 percent lower than the rate for homes without alarms, says Fahy. Today, the overwhelming majority of fatalities take place in homes that aren’t equipped with alarms or in homes where the equipment is broken, dismantled, or missing a battery. Half of the people killed in home fires each year die in the 6 percent of homes that don’t have smoke alarms. Of the fatalities that do take place in homes equipped with alarms, half occur in cases in which the smoke alarm doesn’t sound. MORE RESEARCH NEEDED The fact that children are sleeping through alarms must be studied against



Today, the overwhelming majority of fatalities take place in homes that aren’t equipped with alarms or in homes where the equipment is broken, dismantled, or missing a battery.
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this backdrop, Fahy says, and the magnitude of the problem can’t be diagnosed without additional research. “Of all home fire deaths, we’re talking about a subset of the 25 percent that occur in homes with operable alarms,” she says, “and we need to know more about those cases.” For example, how are people alerted when nighttime fires occur? Are alarms waking parents who then shuffle their children out of the house? If so, are the alarms accomplishing their aim by alerting parents and enabling the family to put its escape plan into action? While the media focus has been on children sleeping through alarms, what about older residents who are most likely to have hearing loss and are more likely to live alone or with other seniors? Would different types of alarms, such as voice notification or a lower frequency, achieve better results? Would interconnecting alarms make a substantial difference? Without at least some of that information, it’s impossible to draw actionable conclusions from existing studies and news reports, Fahy says. John Drengenberg, UL’s manager of Consumer Affairs and moderator for the March panel discussion on the topic, voiced the same sentiment. “Based on what we heard from pediatric sleep experts and fire prevention officials, there might not be a single answer to this complicated issue,” he says. PRACTICE STILL THE BEST SOLUTION While officials study the issue and try to ascertain how best to address it, NFPA President Jim Shannon emphasizes that parents shouldn’t let their concern about the issue distract them from the larger issue of fire safety. “If parents conclude from the demonstrations that they don’t need some alarm protection, they’ll be dead wrong,” he says. “The fact is, smoke alarms do work. What remains to be seen is if we can make the technology better and use it more effectively.” Lee Richardson, NFPA staff liaison for NFPA 72®, The National Fire Alarm Code®, counsels parents not to “throw the baby out with the bathwater.” “People shouldn’t get tunnel vision,” he says. Instead, they need to focus on maintaining their smoke alarms and practicing their home escape plans.
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Research indicates that familiarizing children with the sound of the alarm and practicing escape drills can have a profound effect on outcomes. NFPA 72 contains requirements for the type of sound pattern an alarm emits and how loud it should be. Although the location of alarms in homes in any U.S. community is determined by local building codes, NFPA 72 cites NFPA 101®, Life Safety Code®, as an example of a typical code. While recent news coverage has raised awareness, NFPA’s technical committees aren’t currently considering changing the codes, Richardson says. The next edition of the Life Safety Code is scheduled for publication in 2006, although that schedule could be accelerated if research identifies areas where critical improvements could be made. As Shannon notes, however, the effectiveness of smoke alarms has as much to do with practices in the home as it does with codes and standards. “As safety groups, including NFPA, explore the issue, there’s still very good reason to remain confident about the role of smoke alarms in home fire safety systems,” he says. “In the near term, the lesson parents should take away from these news broadcasts is that they won’t know how their children will react to the smoke alarm until they’ve tested their response to it. Home fire drills are essential.” Research indicates that familiarizing children with the sound of the alarm and practicing escape drills can have a profound effect on outcomes. Bruck cites research indicating that subjects who were primed to respond awakened 90 percent of the time. Those who weren’t woke only 25 percent of the time. Families who participated in the WCCO broadcast had a similar experience. After the four children failed the initial test, their parents talked to them about fire safety. They also laid out home escape plans and practiced them.



Marci Douglas discussed fire safety with Mitchell, then activated the smoke alarm with a broom handle so her kids would recognize its sound during an emergency. When WCCO repeated the drill several weeks later, all four children awoke and carried out the drill to the letter. ENCOURAGING FAMILIES TO PREPARE Judy Comoletti, director of NFPA’s Public Education Division, not only emphasizes the importance of developing and rehearsing home escape plans, but suggests that parents activate their smoke alarms and conduct their drills at night, so they can better gauge the reaction of everyone in the household. Children and the elderly aren’t the only ones at risk of sleeping through an alarm, she notes. Sleep-deprived college students, shift workers, teenagers, the hearing impaired, and anyone taking sedating medication might conceivably be affected, as well. “Every family should know who will – and won’t – wake up at the sound of the alarm so they can accommodate any special needs,” she says. If someone is hard to rouse, Comoletti suggests installing additional hard-wired, interconnected alarms in every bedroom. If this doesn’t work, she encourages families to design an escape plan that assigns an adult who awakens easily to rouse the sound sleepers. “We all think we know our kids so well, and we think we know how they will react to A, B or C,” says Douglas. “We think they’re so smart they’ll know just what to do. However, the reality is you don’t know at all until it happens. You have to practice. It’s like helping your kid prepare for a spelling test. You have to drill them.”
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MARKET LEADERS IN MICROPROCESSOR BASED FIRE PUMP CONTROLLERS



FDM MEDIUM VOLTAGE CONTROLLERS



FDM MEDIUM VOLTAGE CONTROLLERS



Standard Features • Components and Power Connections: Front Accessible • Wire Connections: Reduced 50% using Component-to-Component direct connection • Enclosures: NEMA 2, 3R, 4, 4X, 12 • Contactor: Industry leading CutlerHammer SL-400 • Fuses: Fatigue-Proof Current Limiting • Isolation: No access to MV component section when powered • Grounding: Tin Plated Copper Bus • Operating Devices: Cutler-Hammer NEMA Rated - Oil & Dust Tight • Space Heater: Powered from Test Circuit Supplied as Standard



For over 50 years, EATON Corporation has been the industry leader in Medium Voltage Motor Control. The FDM Medium Voltage Fire Pump Controller is based on the AMPGARD® controller design which incorporates Eaton’s industry leading Cutler-Hammer TRITON™ SL Series Medium Voltage Vacuum Contactor. The SL Contactor utilizes CutlerHammer’s vacuum interrupters that exhibit both a long electrical life and a high interruption capacity.



LMR ELECTRIC CONTROLLERS



LMR ELECTRIC CONTROLLERS



Standard Features • • • • • • • • • •



DIESEL ENGINE CONTROLLERS



Microprocessor Control Pressure, Voltage & Current Display Alarm & Status LED Indication LCD Message Retrieval – Last 2048 Messages Pressure Transducer - 600 PSI Max. Printer – Recorder Elapsed Time Meter Number of Operations Counter Run Period Timer Sequential Start Timer



• • • • • •



Weekly Test Timer Common Alarm Relay & Contacts NEMA 2 Enclosure NEMA Rated Contactors Emergency Start Operator Extra Set of Form-C Contacts for Phase Reversal & Phase Failure • Additional Output Relay • Pre-Wired Terminals for Remote Start Deluge Valve, Relief Valve Discharge • Low Suction Pressure & Interlock



DIESEL ENGINE CONTROLLERS



Standard Features • • • •



Microprocessor Control Pressure, Voltage & Current Display Alarm & Status LED Indication LCD Message Retrieval – Last 1024 Messages • Pressure Transducer – 600 PSI Max. • Printer – Recorder



• • • • • • •



Run Period Timer Sequential Start Timer Weekly Test Timer Common Alarm Relay & Contacts NEMA 2 Enclosure 120V or 220V Power Supply Input 12V or 24V Power Output



Phone: 403-948-7955 or 1-877-860-7955 Fax: 403-948-6967 email: [email protected] Visit our NEW Website to download the most current information. All Cutler-Hammer Fire Pump Controllers are available in multiple languages.



www.chfire.com Enquiries: www.chfire.com
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Foam Pumps &Controllers By ROB HARRIS – EATON Cutler-Hammer Pump Controller Marketing Manager WARREN HILL III – WEH International LLC Director WEH TOM RESER – Edwards Manufacturing Inc. Director of Sales



Picture courtesy of Cutler-Hammer



FOAM PUMP SYSTEMS have been used for over 50 years in applications that require containment and/or extinguishing of flammable liquids. As technology has evolved, the components of the system have improved, however the basic purpose has not changed. oam pump controllers are an integral component in foam pump systems. To gain a better understanding of the foam pump controller, we must also look at the operation and effect the controller has within the entire system.



F



Purpose/Operation of the Controller



Foam Applications Foam concentrate systems are designed to extinguish flammable liquids in a variety of applications where the liquids are used, stored, processed or transported. Typical installations include, petrochemical processing facilities, aircraft hangar, oil and flammable liquid cargo tankers, offshore processing platforms, liquid storage tank farms and shipboard fire fighting systems. Installation of foam pump systems tend to be a pro-active approach to fire prevention, rather than fire extinguishing. Once a flammable liquid has been spilled and the foam system initiated, the foam typically covers the flammable liquid surface, which prevents it from



igniting from a random spark. Should the foam come in contact with material that has already been ignited, the water in the foam solution turns to steam. The foam helps surround the steam with the result of a reduced amount of oxygen being available, which assists with extinguishing the burning material.



Picture courtesy of Cutler-Hammer



Foam Pump Controllers are designed specifically for foam service and conform to NFPA 20 Chapter 7-9 requirements. The number of controllers being requested to carry UL/FM approval is growing steadily. In a typical foam system installation there are usually two foam pump controllers. They are used as duty and standby units and are usually installed as a combination of two electric controllers; one electric and one diesel controller, or two diesel controllers. In almost all cases (approximately 95%), the starting method for foam pump controller systems is via a manual start signal that is received from a remote pushbutton or call station. In a non-pressurised system, once there is a call to start, both the duty and standby controllers receive the start signal. The duty controller starts to INTERNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION www.ifpmag.com
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Proof Pressure Switch



Picture courtesy of Cutler-Hammer



instantly flow the foam concentrate through the foam line to the foam proportioner, where it mixes with the water system and is then flowed to the hazard. At the same time, the standby controller receives its’ start signal and a delay timer is energised to delay the starting of the controller. Once the duty



controller has the pump up to speed, a signal is sent to the standby controller to lock it out. Should there be a failure with the duty controller, it will turn off the lock out signal being sent to the standby controller. The standby controller will now determine if there is still a call to start, and will act accordingly.



In some applications, a proof pressure switch is used to monitor the pressure in the foam line once the foam concentrate has begun to flow. Should there be a drop in pressure, (for example – the foam pump cannot keep up to the demand) the pressure switch sends a start signal to the standby controller in order to activate it. However, if the proof pressure switch does not indicate a drop in pressure in the foam line, the standby foam pump and motor will remain inactive. If a pressurised system is used, a jockey pump and jockey pump controller are used to maintain the foam system pressure, similar to a non-foam system. As well, the foam pump controller will be equipped with a pressure switch or transducer that is used to monitor and provide the start signal, rather than a manual start signal. The controller(s) operate the same as in a non-pressurised system. The main differences between standard Fire Pump Controllers and Foam



SPP set standards others try to follow SPP is the worlds leading manufacturer of fire pump packages. For hotels, airports, warehouses, high-rise developments through to complex oil and gas plants, SPP has the listed fire pump product to suit the demands of each application. Don’t get caught out. Make the right choice.



For further information:



Tel: +44 (0)118 932 3123 Fax: +44 (0)118 930 3259 E-mail: [email protected] Web: www.spppumps.com



SPP – The World Leader in Listed Fire Pumps Enquiries: www.spppumps.com
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Pump Controllers can be summarised as follows: ● ●



●



●



●



●



The controller shall be marked “Foam Pump Controller.” Where required, the controller shall contain a lockout feature when used in a duty-standby application. Where supplied, the lockout function must be indicated by a visible indicator. Provisions must be made for annunciating the condition at a remote location. Typical options found on foam pump controllers include humidistats, space heaters, pressure recorders and NEMA 3, 4 and 4X or equivalent IPC rated enclosures. Types of Foam Pump Controllers include full-voltage across-the-line electric controllers, limited service controllers, power transfer switch electric controllers and diesel engine controllers. All models must comply with NFPA 20 section 7-9 – “Controllers for Foam Concentrate Pump Motors”. Most controllers carry various approval listings, which may include FM (Factory Mutual), UL, ULC, CSA, CE, LPC etc.



Differences between Diesel and Electric Foam Controllers



Typical Foam Pump System To Hazard



Jockey Pump Controller (Pressurised System Only)



Foam Pump



Jockey Pump Foam Proportioning Valve



Check Valve



Pressure Relief Valve



Duty Controller



FIRE Pump Foam Pump



Main Water Line



Standby Controller



Picture courtesy of Cutler-Hammer



In some cases, since the system is always under pressure and a positive displacement pump is used, the diesel engine may not have enough torque to rotate the pump shaft. A remedy to this condition is to relieve the pressure in the foam concentrate system line by the use of a “dump” valve. The dump valve receives a crank signal from the controller while it is



There is very little difference between an electrical foam and diesel engine foam pump system. Both are equipped with the necessary components to control the liquid foam concentrate required to prevent ignition of the flammable liquid. This will include a foam concentrate tank, UL/FM approved positive displacement foam pump, UL/FM approved pump driver (foam pump controller) and all the associated piping, valves, fittings and gauges as required by NFPA 20 Chapters 5 and 7-9.



sending a crank signal to the engine. The valve opens and relieves pressure by draining the concentrate back to the concentrate storage tank. Once the engine has come up to it’s running speed, the engine speed switch provides a “pump running” signal which simultaneously de-energises the dump valve. The foam concentrate now enters the water stream where it mixes and flows to the hazard location.



Limited Service Foam Pump Controllers Limited service foam pump controllers are used when the application calls for a low horsepower of 30HP or less. As well, most foam pump engines used in diesel applications are listed up to 105HP only, as larger size engines and motors are not required to drive the foam pumps.



Advantages of Microprocessor Based Controllers for Foam Applications



Diesel System vs Electric There are installation sites where the electrical service is not available or has been deemed unreliable. In these instances, a self-contained (except for a single phase 120V/220V, 50/60Hz power source for the battery chargers) diesel engine foam pump system is available.



Foam Concentrate Tank



Pressure Sustaining Valve



Picture courtesy of Cutler-Hammer



The inherent features of standard microprocessor based controllers apply to foam pump controllers as well. This can include long lasting LED indicators rather than pilot lights that burn out over time. All events surrounding the operation of the controller are stored within the controller, thus giving the ability to diagnose and troubleshoot problems INTERNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION www.ifpmag.com
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Foam Pumps & Controllers



based on an actual history of events. Events are time and date stamped and can be printed or downloaded to a laptop computer or floppy disk, rather than using a strip chart recorder that is difficult to read and analyse. A main display unit will typically give a read out of parameters such as current pressure, volts and amps and will display error messages as well as provide alarm indication. A status report is usually available from microprocessor based units and can also be printed or downloaded to a laptop computer or floppy disk. The status reports provide a record of the



Picture courtesy of Cutler-Hammer



Edwards UL/FM Pump Packages!



state of the controller as it was left after commissioning. The stainless steel pressure transducer used for sensing pressure in the foam line can be installed directly onto the foam line, which can eliminate the need for a pressure line to be run into the controller. This will eliminate the installation of an additional proof pressure switch and reduce the overall cost of the installation. Microprocessor based controllers have the ability to include extra relays that can be programmed for a wide range of functions with the microprocessor. This is a useful feature to have when on-site installation requirements are suddenly modified.



Conclusion When you need a foam or water mist pump to protect your high-value assets, demand world-class fire protection! Edwards, the world’s leading supplier of specialhazard gear pumps, delivers the quality you need to protect your oil refinery, telecommunications network, airport hangar or other critical property. Built to perform in the most demanding environments, our systems are the only ones in the world that are UL-listed and FM-approved. So when you’re looking for the best, demand Edwards!



®



® E D WA R D S A



D I V I S I O N



O F



LISTED



H Y P R O



FM APPROVED



Tel: 503 659-4198 Fax: 503 659-4696 [email protected] www.edwardsmfg.com



Enquiries: [email protected]
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UL/FM listed foam pump systems and the controllers that operate them, provide a vital method of containing flammable liquids in a variety of hazardous situations. In turn, they protect property that can cost a substantial amount of money to replace (ranging into the millions of dollars) and they ultimately save lives, in some of the most volatile fire protection applications that exist. Therefore, it is imperative that the foam system and the controllers operate when required, and that the specifying authority takes into account life safety, as well as the long term financial and economic implications of the loss of operational capabilities, when choosing a foam pump system.
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Quality Resistance



Fire Testing



UK Distributor Required



Fire resistance test equipment for indicative testing and certification of horizontal and vertical specimens, including columns, beams & ducts. Suppliers to national certification laboratories worldwide. Newton Moor Industrial Estate, Hyde, Cheshire SK14 4LF, United Kingdom. FURNACE CONSTRUCTION CO. LTD.



Tel: 0161 368 8419 Fax: 0161 368 3813 Email: [email protected]



M Meettaalllluurrggiiccaall HHeeaatt Tr Treeaattm meenntt Fu Furrnnaacceess ■■ KKiillnnss ffoorr AAddvvaanncceedd CCeerraam miiccss NNoonn--FFeerrrroouuss M Meellttiinngg Fu Furrnnaacceess ■■ CCrreem maattoorrss aanndd IInncciinneerraattoorrss



Enquiries: [email protected]
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Saving life and preserving property for the community



By Graham Ellicott, Chief Executive, Association for Specialist Fire Protection (ASFP)



GO THE EXTRA MILE, USE MORE PASSIVE FIRE PROTECTION! ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●



IN THE UK, THE RATIONALE of the Building Regulations is that “in an emergency the occupants of any part of a building should be able to escape safely without any external assistance” (Approved Document B to the Building Regulations, 2000 Edition). However, in many cases the designer of buildings/structures may want to go further and increase the level of passive fire protection, so as to give the fire services more time to extinguish the fire before the building collapses. This will of course provide extra comfort to insurers and also the fire-fighters who may have to enter a fire-ravaged building after the occupants have escaped.



he use of a higher level of passive fire protection in buildings is not just beneficial to the building’s owners, insurers and to the firefighters. Take the case of a fire; say in a school, which wipes out most of the structure. The effect on the children’s education is immeasurable, as they may need to be split up to continue their studies and course work for public exams. If destroyed, it could mean that they have to repeat a year. Schools are also a focus in the community; the school gate is where many parents have their only point of adult-to-adult



T



● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●



contact during the day. In addition to providing education to children, many schools nowadays provide a community



provision and thus mother and toddler, disabled and elderly groups may also have their lives disrupted. The Arson Prevention Bureau, a national organisation representing insurers, police and fire services, estimates that fires in schools costs the UK £100 million each year with an average of 20 schools suffering a major fire every week. The current level of fires in schools is 17% up on previous years. For extra passive fire protection to be successful it will mean that particular attention should be paid to containing any fire within the compartment in



The Arson Prevention Bureau, a national organisation representing insurers, police and fire services, estimates that fires in schools costs the UK £100 million each year with an average of 20 schools suffering a major fire every week. INTERNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION www.ifpmag.com
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Picture courtesy of ASFP



which it started. Compartment walls and floors are specifically intended to ensure that fire is not allowed to spread horizontally or vertically through a building. The compartmented structure provides demarcated lines of safety for fire-fighters and occupants. The allowable size of a compartment will vary with the height and use of a building, the fire load contained in the building and the ability of fire-fighters to intervene effectively. Any compartment wall below a service void should run continuously up through the void to prevent the spread of fire through the void. Where the void is a roof void, the wall should reach roof level, or pass through the roof to a specified height to prevent spread of fire across the roof. The junctions of compartment walls or floors with each other, with external walls, or roofs, must provide continuity of the expected fire-resisting performance. Any element (including structural elements) passing through compartment walls or floors should have associated fire-stopping at the point of penetration and the aperture should be kept as small as practicable. The design should ensure that the failure of a penetrating structure, because of fire in one compartment, will not cause failure in the adjacent compartment. The same comment applies to the passage of building services and special provisions are required for protected shafts. But where should the designer look for the type of information that will allow him or her to add in the extra level of passive fire protection to benefit the fire-fighters and to preserve the
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building for a longer period of time? Well, the Fire Protection Association (FPA) publishes the Loss Prevention Council’s ‘Design Guide for the Fire Protection of Buildings’. And this is an invaluable source of information for those who wish to design their buildings to a higher standard than is required by the Building Regulations. The principal objective of this document is:



“To provide those most closely concerned with the design and construction of industrial and commercial buildings with expert guidance and information which will enable them to plan and build premises which are inherently safer from the fire hazard”. Buildings designed using the parameters of the guide will cope better in the event of fire. Any fire that does break out “will probably be confined to one compartment of the building, because of the Guide’s provisions on compartmentation” and will “result in less damage from flames and smoke”. But how much extra passive fire protection does the LPC Design Guide ask for in comparison to Approved Document B of the Building Regulations?



This varies by the type of building, but for schools the guide recommends that compartment walls have 120 minutes fire resistance while Approved Document B recommends minimum periods of 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes depending upon its location in the building. The Design Guide also suggests in (some cases) more restrictions on the size of a building’s compartments than does Approved Document B. But whilst its all very well specifying an increased level of passive fire protection for a building, it is necessary to ensure that the systems are properly installed and maintained. At the end of the relevant phase of construction, the passive fire protection installer will issue a Certificate of Conformity, which will claim that the product has been installed in accordance with the terms of the contract. But what does the Certificate of Conformity mean? Is it worth the paper it’s written upon? In the ASFP’s view its worth is greatly enhanced if it is issued under the auspices of a third party accreditation scheme. Such schemes mean that competent operatives have correctly installed the specified products and that independent inspectors have randomly inspected the work. Third party accreditation schemes were implemented to improve the quality of the UK’s passive fire protection. Approved Document B of the Building Regulations states that ‘Since the fire performance of a product, component or structure is dependent upon satisfactory site installation and maintenance, independent schemes of certification and registration of installers will provide confidence in the appropriate standard of workmanship being provided’. The ASFP believes that designers should consider the use of more passive fire protection in buildings that are critical to the community, such as schools and hospitals etc. The value to the community of keeping these buildings operational far outweighs the small additional cost of an extra level of passive fire protection. So, go on, go that extra mile. . . .
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There are plenty of reasons to use Novec 1230 fluid from 3M. He’s just one.



Introducing 3M™ Novec™ 1230 Fire Protection Fluid— the new standard for halon replacement. Protect what matters most with Novec 1230 fluid. It’s the long-term, sustainable clean agent that has the greatest margin of safety of halon replacements. Ideal for use in occupied spaces, it protects high-value assets, has zero ozone depletion potential, a global warming potential of one and a five-day atmospheric lifetime. Novec 1230 fluid not only meets today’s regulations but those of the foreseeable future. It is easy to handle and store, and is available for use in streaming and flooding applications. To view or download product information, visit our Web site at www.3m.com/novec1230fluid. Or call 800-632-2304 in the U.S. or 32 3 250 7874 in Europe. Created for life.
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98-0212-2616-6



Enquiries: www.3m.com/novec1230fluid
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Enquiries: www.thefireshop.com



Unique in fire detection Out the box – on the wall How simple can it get?



For full information on the Dimension fire detection panel product range please contact:



Morley-IAS Fire Systems, Charles Avenue, Burgess Hill, West Sussex RH15 9UF, United Kingdom T: +44 (0)1444 235556 F: +44 (0)1444 254410 E: [email protected] www.morley-ias.co.uk



Enquiries: www.morley-ias.co.uk
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ALARM PANEL ROUND-UP AMPAC EUROPE – THE REVOLUTION HAS BEGUN Ampac Europe specialises in the design, manufacture and distribution of technologically advanced fire detection systems. Ampac’s systems are designed in-house, and protect life and property in commercial and industrial buildings. “Our aim is to provide ‘Consistently Excellent Service’ in the eyes of our customers” ZoneSense is a new 2 or 4 zone conventional Fire Alarm Control Panel. Each zone has the ability to be programmed in a number of different modes, providing the user with flexibility to meet any installation requirement. ZoneSense PLUS is the most versatile 4 or 8 zone conventional Fire Alarm Control Panel available today. The user friendly navigation system provides simple operation during an emergency while also enabling complex cause and effect programming to be undertaken. A range of modular fast fit kits allows the panel to be professionally tailored to the requirements of each installation. This means small conventional panels can now be used in a wider range of applications. For more information please contact: Ampac Europe Ltd Tel: 44(0) 1254 880 201 Fax: 44(0) 1254 880 201 E-mail: [email protected]



C-TEC GET LPCB APPROVAL C-TEC’s CFP conventional fire panel has been tested and approved as meeting EN54 Parts 2 and 4 by the Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB). To achieve this accreditation the panel was submitted to extensive testing by the Loss Prevention Council to verify it met all of the relevant EN54 clauses concerning functionality and performance. The successful conclusion of these tests has resulted in three LPCB approved fire panels being added to C-TEC’s portfolio – a two, a four and an eight zone version. All three are now available ex-stock with the following user and installer friendly features: Class Change and Alert inputs Auxiliary fault, reset, remote and auxiliary outputs ● Four conventional sounder circuits ● Programmable delay, zone test and comprehensive fault diagnostic features ● Push button access code entry to access levels 2 and 3 ● An attractive flush or surface mountable plastic lid and enclosure For over 150 years, the LPCB and it’s predecessor, the FOC (Fire Officer’s Council), have been working with suppliers, specifiers, regulators and insurers to set the standards necessary to ensure that fire and security products ● ●



are fit for their intended purpose. In addition to the successful accreditation of C-TEC’s CFP fire panel, the company’s ISO9001 quality accreditation system has been accredited by the LPCB since 1994. For more information please contact: C-TEC Tel: + 44 (0)1942 322744 Fax: + 44(0)1942 829867 E-mail: [email protected]



EDWARDS SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY– NEW FIRE ALARM CONTROL PANELS OFFER THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS A new line of fire alarm control panels from Edwards Systems Technology, Inc. (EST) liberates small and mediumsized buildings from the all-ornothing approach to system design. With options that support both up to 8 addressable and up to 48 conventional detection and notification circuits, QuickStart lives up to its name in every respect. QuickStart lets you choose one of three easy programming methods: EST’s exclusive auto-learn routine, front panel programming, or the PC based site configuration software. The auto-learn routine combined with its built-in scanner port ensures a fast, trouble-free installation every time. With QuickStart’s support for both Intelligent and Conventional detection, retrofit applications can now enjoy the best of both worlds for upgrading a system all at once or in phased stages. Utilising EST’s Signature or EA Series addressable devices – meaning that in most cases the existing wiring can be used – you can save further on installation and cabling. In addition to QuickStart’s fast response times, the Fail-Safe mode provides even further reliability by ensuring the system will always be able to activate its signals and Auto Dialler in the event of an alarm – even if the CPU loses communication with other modules in the cabinet. New or retrofit, QuickStart’s application flexibility and ease of operation make it an ideal choice for schools, apartment building, hospitals, office building and retail facilities. Easy to install, simple to set up, and rock-solid when it comes to performance, QuickStart control panels are an installer’s dream and a building owner’s delight. For more information on EST products and innovations visit their website at www.estinternational.com



KIDDE FIRE PROTECTION’S VEGA FIRE ALARM CONTROL PANEL Based on a modular concept which enables the tailoring of system design for the smallest to the largest systems.



Designed to comply with EN54 Parts 2 & 4, Vega represents the ultimate in analogue addressable detection & alarm technology. Vega’s distributed intelligence offers flexibility in design and operation; versions are available to support Apollo Discovery and XP95; and Hochiki ESP protocols. The Vega panel has the capacity for expansion from 1 to 16 loops in single loop increments. Each loop is fully monitored and supports the relevant range of devices. An easy to read 8 line, 40 character text and graphical display allows ease of programming and user interface. For more information please contact: Kidde Fire Protection Tel: +44(0)1844 265 003 Fax: + 44 (0)1844 265156 Website: www.kfp.co.uk



GE INTERLOGIX KILSEN – NEW PANELS TO MEET ANY REQUIREMENT GE Interlogix Kilsen has expanded its range of fire alarm control panels. These new additions place Kilsen amongst the leading manufacturers in the European fire detection KSA701 business. The analogue addressable series benefits from the introduction of the new KSA701/1 and KSA701/2, one and two loop analogue addressable control panels. The KSA701 completes the KSA700 series (see chart), bridging the gap between the large conventional and mid-sized analogue addressable systems. Amongst other features, the panels have a capacity of 250 addresses per loop, a standard RS232 and an optional RS485 communication port. And all this on only one compact motherboard! These panels are aimed at small to medium sized installations where advanced technology in fire detection is an essential requirement. The KSA702 and KSA705 remains the standard product for larger installation projects that require greater flexibility with additional options like built-in printer facilities, panel expansion etc. The NK700 series 2 to 16 zone conventional fire panels with a new 3 and 6 zone gas extinguishing panels replace the existing NK600 conventional fire panel series. The NK700 series have been designed and manufactured to comply with European standards and has approvals pending. They offer yet another step forward in conventional panel design and operation. Two of the models are designed for NK704 INTERNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION www.ifpmag.com
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the control of 1 or 2 extinguishing zones, providing all the necessary inputs and outputs for monitoring and control of these extinguishing areas. NK706 The flexibility of all the new panels is further enhanced with more than 10 different peripheral modules that fulfil every possible requirement for the complete protection of any premises. With these new products in the range, Kilsen offers its customers a solution for every fire detection requirement. For more information please contact: GE Interlogix Kilsen Tel : +34 934 809070



NEW FIRE DETECTION & ALARM PANELS LAUNCHED BY MACRON New Hygood-brand conventional, extinguishing and analogue addressable control panels have been launched by Macron. Two conventional panels are for smaller systems. Hygood Z Series is for the most basic FDA needs, while the LPCB-approved Hygood ZX Series is for more demanding applications. The Hygood DK Series extinguishing panel is purpose-built for gas and water pre-action systems. The analogue addressable offering includes five panels. The Hygood VL Series is a fully networkable one to two-loop panel for smaller installations that is compatible with Apollo XP95 and DL protocols. Hygood XL Series is also a one to two-loop panel that is compatible with Apollo XL protocols. Hygood DL Series is a fully networkable, LPCB-approved one to four-loop panel that is compatible with Apollo XP95 and DL protocols, while Hygood NL Series, a one to eight-loop panel, is for use with the XP95 protocol. Hygood HP900, a two to eight-loop panel, is intended for use with the Hochiki ESP protocol. For more information please contact: Macron Safety Systems (UK) Ltd Tel: +44 (0)1483 572222 Fax: +44(0)1483 302180



DIMENSION – “OUT THE BOX ON THE WALL”



Launched at Fire Expo 2003, May 2003, UK, the new Dimension range of control panels from Morley-IAS Fire Systems offer simplicity and reliability for both the installer and the end user. All supported open protocols – Apollo Xplorer, XP95 and Discovery, Hochiki ESP, System Sensor Europe and Morley-IAS – are
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held in non-volatile memory, so once the field wiring is connected, commissioning is a simple matter of selecting the appropriate protocol, implementing the “autolearn” function and then pressing “reset” to accept the configuration. The panel is then fully operational. Coming in 1, 2 and 4 loop configurations with up to 500mA per loop and a capability of 40 fire and 40 non-fire zones, Dimension is ideally suited for use in medium-sized installations such as offices, schools, health centres, retail units and leisure centres to name but a few applications. Dimension provides users with optimised protection by providing a comprehensive false alarm management package which, when combined with device specific text and programmable function keys, allows for a highly sophisticated solution which is simple to use. Dimension is also designed with the installer in mind, housed in a physically compact metal enclosure; it can be flush or surface mounted. There is also a range of optional power supplies and an internal printer, all of which are pre-configured and tested before they leave the factory. This therefore gives the installer the true “out the box on the wall” solution, nothing could be simpler. For more information please contact: Morley-IAS Fire Systems Tel: + 44 (0)1444 235556 fax: + 44 (0)1444 254410 Website: www.morley-ias.co.uk



UPDATE FOR 800 DEVICE PER LOOP SYSTEM



The Sita 200 plus Addressable Fire Detection System, from Rafiki Protection Ltd, can accommodate up to 200 ‘Multipoint’ multimode fire detectors with built-in sounder, isolator and I/O to provide an unparalleled 800 devices per loop. This unique approach, unmatched in the marketplace, provides significant cost savings for every application. The specification of the system has been further boosted with a major upgrade to the control panel features including; full control over inputs and outputs built into the Multipoint detector, enhanced event log, extended disable feature and enhanced zone/system tests. The Sita 200 plus control panel provides a simple to use interface with a full set of programmable features. The intelligent ‘Multipoint’ detector has 15 modes of operation, selectable from the panel, covering smoke, heat and combined sensing. This enables just one device to cater for all fire detection situations, a great advantage for design, stock holding and maintenance. The built-in intelligence of each detector allows for continuous self-calibration with early warning of contamination, this coupled with a disposable optical chamber, reduces maintenance costs. With its built in isolator and I/O and optional full specification 92dbA sounder, the ‘Multipoint’ detector provides the system designer with unparalleled flexibility.



A 2-wire version of the ‘Multipoint’ detector is also used in the ‘Twinflex’ system, bringing multi-mode capability and all of its advantages to 2-wire radial fire detection systems. For more information please contact: Rafiki Protection Ltd Tel: +44 (0) 1633 865558 Fax: +44 (0) 1633 866656 Website: www.rafikiprotection.com



REDUCING FALSE CALLS WITH NEW SIEMENS FIRE PANEL Siemens Building Technologies Ltd Fire & Security Products Division (FSP) have introduced a new series of fire alarm control panels specifically designed to reduce the number of unwanted Fire Brigade call outs. Available in 2, 4, 8, and 12 zone versions, the FC500C features Siemens proprietary ‘Brigade Delay Concept’, which allows the system to operate in two distinct modes – manned and unmanned. Whilst in manned mode, zones can be programmed to operate the sounders only, giving the user time to identify and investigate the alarm before the Fire Brigade are called: if a Manual Call Point initiates the alarm the Brigade is called immediately. In unmanned mode, if any detector or Call Point is activated then the Fire Brigade are called straight way. The FC500C offers many capabilities that may seem unconventional in conventional fire alarm control panels. Additional functions and features include; zone, sounder and brigade/more isolate, code or key switch access, zones programmable for detector type, non latch zone option, fire/fault outputs, alarm verification option plus many other features. The new FC500C series has a Safe & Easy theme being particularly simple for the enduser to operate, offering effective protection, both night and day. For more information please contact: Siemens Building Technologies Limited Tel: +44 (0) 1784 461616 Fax: +44 (0)1784 464646 E-mail: [email protected]



SILENT KNIGHT DEBUTS 50 POINT ADDRESSABLE FACP



Silent Knight introduces the IntelliKnight Model 5700, a 50 point class leading single loop addressable fire alarm control/communicator system that provides you with the revolutionary value and performance of addressable sensing technology combined with exclusive, built-in digital communication, distributed intelligent power, and easy to use interface. Powerful features such as drift compensation and maintenance alert are delivered to this powerful FACP from Silent Knight. For more information please contact: Silent Knight Tel: +1 612 493 6400 Fax: +1 612 493 6475 www.silentknight.com
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The Intelligent Solution for Conventional Fire Alarm Control Panels
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Panel Features
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Programmable Functions



Fully compliant with, tested and certified to EN54-2 & EN54-4



Adjustable sounder delay time



4-wire conventional systems available with 2, 4 or 8 zones



Sounder configuration options



2-wire systems available with 2, 4 or 8 zones



Zonal sounder delay detectors only



Compatible for use on BS5839: Part 1: 2002 installations



Zonal sounder delay call points only



2-wire repeaters and ancillary boards I.S Barrier selection by zone Simple, single board construction Short circuit fire by zone Installer friendly Non latching zones



Compatible with wide range of detection devices



Silent zones



Two monitored sounder outputs 3 Amp power supply



Zone input delay



Auxiliary power output



General panel configuration



Contact us for further details and pricing! Units 25-27 Fawkes Avenue Questor Dartford Kent DA1 1JQ England Tel: +44 (0)1322 222121 Certificate No. FM 32987 BS EN ISO 9001: 1994



Enquiries: www.kentec.co.uk



Certificate No. 360 BS EN ISO 9001: 2000



Fax: +44 (0)1322 291794 Email: [email protected] Web: www.kentec.co.uk



Kentec Electronics Ltd.
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Intumescent Coatings



By Dr Bill Allen of Leigh’s Paints



Fire Resistance Beyond the Requirements of Building Regulations Picture courtesy of Leigh’s Paints



he same document intumescent coating must THE BUILDING REGULATIONS for England and Wales, gives fire resistance remain intact and well periods in terms of adhered both during and Approved Document B, titled Fire Safety states “The building height and use. after the explosion. Therebuilding shall be designed and constructed such that, These vary from 30 to 120 fore Leigh’s Paints contractin the event of a fire, it will maintain its stability for a minutes and also can ed Advantica Technology depend on whether sprin(formerly British Gas Techreasonable period”. What is a reasonable period? klers (active fire protection) nology) to conduct a gas are installed in the building. explosion experiment to There is currently no legislative The fire resistance periods are achieved by evaluate the resistance of thin film inturequirement within the UK for structural applying insulating products (passive fire mescent coatings to the explosion. steel assemblies (where gas, oil and protection) to the structural steel memIn addition to the above experiments chemicals are not a hazard) to carry out bers in the building. These materials have Leigh’s were invited to place a steel any further testing beyond the requireto satisfy the requirements of BS 476 Part column section coated with Firetex intuments of the Building Regulations. 21 Fire Testing Standard for the period mescent inside a fire compartment in a Specifically there is no requirement for designated by Approved Document B. multi-storey test building at the Building any testing or approval against the Essentially this involves testing loaded Research Establishment in Cardington. effects of explosion and/or hydrocarbon and unloaded steel columns and beams This section of the building was then fire. The writer also believes that a similar at a NAMAS approved laboratory. The fire subjected to a severe natural fire exposituation prevails in the rest of Europe test regime is based on a standard sure. The performance of this intumescentand the USA, where only cellulosic fire cellulosic fire in a furnace where the rate coated steel section is also reported in testing is required to the appropriate of temperature rise is controlled to this paper. National Standard. meet the standard heating curve. The fire GAS EXPLOSION EXPERIMENT Since the events at the World Trade test results are then assessed and the Centre in New York on September 11th thickness of passive fire protection The explosion experiment was carried out 2001 many questions have been asked required for each steel section is deteron a number of I-section columns coated about the fire protection of tall buildings mined. One important class of fire prowith Firetex intumescent materials in an around the world. In order to provide an tection materials frequently favoured by 182m2 explosion chamber. The average additional level of confidence and to architects and designers are Intumescent peak over-pressure of 1697mbar was address some of these questions in Coatings. generated with an average duration of advance of any specific requirements, Intumescent coatings react in fire situ104msec. Leigh’s Paints have subjected a number ations swelling to many times their origiThere was no sign of damage to any of of Firetex intumescent coatings to explonal thickness to produce an insulating the specimens due to the over-pressure sion and hydrocarbon fire. char or foam. This char reduces the rate generated by the gas explosion. In the event that an explosion precedes of temperature rise in the steel thus The experiment was conducted using a fire, to fulfil its role in protecting the increasing the time taken to reach strucan explosion chamber at the Advantica, underlying structure from a fire, the tural failure. Spadeadam Test Facility. The explosion
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form in similar explosion conditions, and would the material retention be sufficient to offer adequate fire protection? Following this experiment the test specimens were to further undergo hydrocarbon fire testing at a different facility. To ensure the samples from this test were those used in the later fire tests, each test specimen was signed and dated by an independent witness from Warrington Fire Research who also witnessed the explosion experiment.



HYDROCARBON FIRE TESTING



Picture courtesy of Leigh’s Paints



chamber measures 4.5m x 4.5m in cross section and 9.0m in length. The chamber has a vent opening on one of the 4.5m square faces, with all other faces being confined. The explosion over-pressure produced is adjusted by varying two parameters, congestion and vent area. Congestion in the explosion chamber is controlled by positioning banks of 0.18m diameter pipes horizontally, with up to 10 pipes per bank and a maximum of eight banks. Increasing the number of pipes increases the congestion, which in turn has the effect of increasing the magnitude of the over-pressures generated in the experiment. The area of the vent opening at the end of the chamber can also be varied. Reducing the vent size, while retaining the same internal congestion of pipes, has the effect of increasing the duration and the magnitude of the over-pressure profile. In this experiment there were 54 pipes and the vent area was less than 10m2. Four universal columns 254 x 254 x 132Kg each 1.6m in length were positioned horizontally in the vent opening frame. The four beams were coated with 1.8mm Firetex M78, 1.5mm Firetex FB120, 1.8mm Firetex M782 and, 1.2mm of Firetex F908 respectively. The materials were all applied by airless spray. When the installation of the test specimens had been completed, the vent opening was covered with 500 gauge (0.125mm thick) polythene sheet in order to retain the flammable mixture within the test rig. The explosion chamber was then purged with the desired mixture of natur-
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al gas and air, both of which were controlled independently until the required gas concentration was achieved. The natural gas concentration was measured at four locations using infrared analysers to ensure a uniform concentration had been achieved. The test was ignited by a single low energy spark positioned at the back of the chamber opposite the vent opening and behind the banks of pipes. Pressure transducers were used to measure the over-pressure in the test rig, and video cameras were used to provide visual records of the test. The average over-pressure measured by the pressure transducers was 1697mbar, with an average duration of 104msec. When inspected visually post-test there was no sign of damage to any of the specimens due to the over-pressure generated by the explosion and the coatings were intact. These tests are reported fully in Advantica Report No. 5539. This then poses the question; how would other fire protection materials per-



Thermocouples were fitted to the webs and flanges of each of the I-section beams that had been blast tested and also to identical control test specimens that had not been blast tested. The control sections were coated with the same intumescent materials at a dry film thickness within 5% of the blast test specimens. The blast tested and control specimens were then subjected to a fire test which simulated the heating conditions specified in Appendix D of BS 476: Part 20: 1987. This appendix relates to a temperature relationship, which simulates fires burning hydrocarbon fuels. The graphs show the relationship between the specified hydrocarbon curve and the actual furnace temperature curve. You can also see as an example the comparative average steel temperatures of one of the blast test sections with its equivalent control section. All the Firetex intumescents performed similarly in the hydrocarbon fire test. The steel temperature of the blast tested sample reached an average steel temperature of 550°C after 51 minutes and its equivalent control section after 53 minutes. It may therefore be considered that the influence of the gas explosion on the Firetex intumescent coating performance was negligible and did not prevent the coatings from providing a similar
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On the whole in the hydrocarbon fire tests the materials achieved in the region of 60% of their expected performance in a cellulosic fire. performance to that of the non-blast tested samples. Hydrocarbon fires are generally much greater in severity than cellulosic fires, as can be seen when comparing the standard BS 476 Part 20 curves. It should also be noted that the performance of these materials, which were designed for use in cellulosic fires, was still significant. On the whole in the hydrocarbon fire tests the materials achieved in the region of 60% of their expected performance in a cellulosic fire. These fire tests were witnessed by an officer of Warrington Fire Research and are reported fully in Warres Report No. C128566.



mately 500mm from the underside of the ceiling. The gap between the top of the wall and the underside of the composite floor was sealed with compressible fibre to allow for the anticipated large deformations of the floor above.



The fire was designed according to the parametric approach provided in the latest draft of the fire part of the Eurocode (BS EN 1991-1-2:2002, Eurocode 1: Actions on structures). The fire load consisted of 40kg of wood per square metre of floor area. This corresponds to a design fire load density of 720MJ/m2 spread evenly across the compartment floor. The predicted response compared to the measured temperature is based on an opening factor (Avh/At) of 0.043m-1 and thermal properties of the compartment enclosure (b factor = (c)) = 714 J/m2s ⁄ K. For a number of years the concept of time equivalence has been used to assess natural fire severity in terms of an 1



2



Burning Questions, Brilliant Solutions



PERFORMANCE OF FIRETEX M78 IN A LARGE-SCALE NATURAL FIRE This report is concerned with the performance of an intumescent coating (Firetex M78) to a steel column section during a severe natural fire exposure. The performance in the natural fire is assessed against test data provided from a BS 476 Part 21 test on a similar section with a similar thickness of intumescent coating. 203x203UC52Kg column section 1m in length was protected was with an average intumescent coating thickness of 2.35mm. The indicative column was tested alongside other coated sections and is shown in place inside the fire compartment. An identical unprotected section is included for direct comparison. Thermocouples were located on the web and either flange at the mid-height of the sections. The compartment floor area was 11 metres by 7 metres and the height of the compartment was approximately 4m. Ventilation was provided from the window opening on the South face of the building. The original window height of 2.77m was reduced to 1.27m for the test to restrict the amount of oxygen available for combustion and therefore increase the duration of the fire. The compartment walls were built from plasterboard extending from the floor to a position approxi-



Pilkington Pyrostop™ Pilkington Pyrodur ™ Buildings intended to handle high volumes of traffic call for careful planning when it comes to fire protection. As a result, it often takes an innovative approach to permit prompt detection of fire and smoke, prevent fire from spreading and provide exitways that are both accessible and safe. Over 20 years ago, we introduced fire-resistant glass to achieve maximum life safety and property protection and at the same time permit brilliant architectural solutions that feature spaciousness and transparency. Ongoing enhancement of fire-protection and optical properties are responsible for the fact that Pilkington Pyrostop™ and Pilkington Pyrodur™ have become a permanent part of the contemporary architect’s repertoire. In close collaboration with authorities and leading system suppliers we continue to work on it. For further information please contact: Pilkington plc., Processing and Merchanting Prescot Road St. Helens, Merseyside WA10 3TT Phone 01744-692000 Fax 01744-613049 www.pilkington.com Please quote FD1CIR
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For protected steel sections this concept has been extensively validated and provides an indication of performance relative to a fire resistance period widely understood by designers and regulatory authorities. equivalent period of exposure to a standard heating curve. The concept relates the maximum temperature achieved by a structural member in a natural fire to the time taken to reach the same temperature in a standard fire test. For protected steel sections this concept has been extensively validated and provides an indication of performance relative to a fire resistance period widely understood by designers and regulatory authorities. The time equivalence for this fire was calculated as 72 minutes. It was therefore considered appropriate to coat the steel column with a 90-minute fire protection thickness. In this case the time equivalent value of the fire was closer to 100 minutes



than the 72 minutes predicted. The unprotected section temperatures reached the so-called “critical” temperature less than 30 minutes while the average protected temperature remained blow this value for almost the entire duration of the test and only ever reached a temperature 10°C above this value. The results indicated that a steel member protected in a similar manner to the indicative test specimen with Firetex M78 would have maintained load-bearing capacity for the entire duration of the natural fire and for a period corresponding to an equivalent fire severity of approximately 100 minutes. The results of this fire test are reported fully in BRE Report No. 211576.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS In conclusion the above series of tests using Firetex intumescent coatings have demonstrated that they will provide protection against explosion and hydrocarbon fire in addition to severe natural cellulosic fires. The author hopes that this paper will go some way to provide additional confidence in expertly formulated intumescent coatings when they have been subjected to far more than the statutory requirements of BS 476: Part 21.



Dr Bill Allen
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P R O D U C T



P R O F I L E



Launches®its new NAF S 125 Systems The definitive extinguishing agent PROTECTING YOUR ENVIRONMENT? NAF S 125® extinguishing agent has no effect on the Ozone layer and consequently its use is not limited or regulated by environmental regulations. As NAF S 125® is an extremely efficient extinguishant, it requires less gas by weight and therefore requires fewer cylinders to contain the agent. This in itself produces less impact on the environment as less energy is consumed in the equipment process. TIME OF THE ESSENCE? One of the first rules of fire-fighting is to extinguishing the fire in the quickest possible time since the more time is needed to knock down the fire, the more damage will be caused by the fire itself. In the past, the extraordinary popularity of Halon 1301 was mostly due to the exceptional speed of extinguishments, however, due to its environmental impact Halon 1301 is no longer used. Today NAF S 125® systems have the same performance of Halon 1301 systems, demonstrating speed of extinguishment and minimisation of damage to assets and humans. SPACE AT THE PREMIUM? Space is a precious resource to be used in the best way. In particular in those buildings where structural changes are difficult to achieve. NAF S 125® guarantees not only technically innovative solutions but also a significant saving in terms of space occupied. GAMBLING YOUR INVESTMENT? In any investment the assessment of the cost/benefit ratio is essential the choice of the most effective solution. In the past some of the popularity of Halon 1301 systems was due to the competitive cost of the low number of cylinders required. NAF S 125® not only is a technically advanced solution but also represents a significant saving thanks to a compact systems that also requires a low number of cylinders. This saving is also emphasised during the whole life of the systems due to the low cost of periodic maintenance of cylinders and valves.



PROPERTIES NAF S 125® is physically similar to Halon 1301, thus it is an excellent and efficient alternative, with the advantage that it does not deplete the ozone layer. STANDARD: UNE 23571 : 2000 NFPA 2001 2000 ISO 14520 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION: HFC 125 DESIGN BASES (CLASS A FIRES): Flooding factor: 0,485 kg/m3 Design concentration: 8.7% Filling density: 0.93 kg/100 l. RECOMMENDED FOR: ● Occupied areas ● Electronic, computer, telecommunications equipment ● Files ● Museums ● High value goods PRIMARY ADVANTAGES: ● A single 240 lt. cylinder containing 223 kg. protects risks up to 460 m3. ● It is the most profitable HFC agent on the market. ● Excellent substitute for H-1301 (wide possibilities for use in existing pipes) ● Effective in low temperatures ( = –20°C) ● Leaves no residue after use. ● Reduction of decomposition by-products upon contact with the flames. ● Discharge in 10 seconds



It is suitable as an extinguishing agent in total flooding systems in occupied areas, protecting such goods as computers, archives, electrical and telecommunication equipment, among others. Studies carried out according to the PBPK model (physiologically based pharmacokinetic model), included in NFPA 2001, have shown that human exposure to NAF S 125® for a maximum time period of 5 minutes and to concentrations up to 11.5% v/v, does not produce a level of NAF S 125® in the blood associated with a cardiac sensitisation. Due to its low boiling point it is also appropriate for use at low temperatures. It is a colourless, odourless, non conductive gas. It extinguishes fire by absorbing heat and leaves no residue to clean up after its use. The typical design concentration of LPG’s NAF S 125® systems is 8.7%, with a discharge time of 10 seconds. Discharge is performed through valves fully developed by LPG, approved by the most renowned independent organizations. They offer great adaptability for all actuation and release systems currently used in the market, even allowing combinations of several of them. The design of the system protects against accidental actuation due to any small leak. They also allow checking and maintenance of all critical elements contained in a fixed extinguishing system, at the time of commissioning and later for system preventive maintenance, thus preventing the risk of accidental discharge. CERTIFICATIONS LPG systems and components for HFC125/NAF S 125® are certified by the LPCB (Loss Prevention Certification Board) of England. LPG is currently working with UL towards Listing.



For more information please contact:



LPG group of companies HEAD OFFICE Tel. +34 93 4802933 [email protected] www.lpg.es LPG TÜRKiYE Tel. + 90 216 4821831 [email protected] LPG FRANCE Tel. +33 1 34219388 [email protected] LPG FIRE Ltd. Tel. +44 1670 739966 [email protected] LPG PORTUGAL Tel. +351 21 9751322/3 [email protected] LPG AMERICA LATINA Tel. + 598 2 6227840 lpg.uruguay.com.uy NAF S 125® is a product of SAFETY HI-TECH
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INERGEN FIRE SUPPRESSANT IS SAFE ®



FOR PEOPLE. SAFE FOR PROPERTY.



AND SAFE FOR THE PLANET. Inergen® inert gas fire suppressant is the safest fire suppressant possible. It snuffs out fires in seconds. It has virtually the same density as air, so it won’t sink to the floor or seep under doors. It disperses quickly and holds its concentration. And it will put out Class A fires in as little as 22 seconds, and Class B fires in as little as 17 seconds. Inergen fire suppressant won’t damage physical assets, because it creates no toxic by-products when it comes in contact with flames or hot metal surfaces. In fact, it leaves no residue of any kind. It’s also safe for people, with a unique formulation that won’t affect the health of occupants, even after prolonged exposure. And it has no environmental impact. The inert gases in Inergen fire suppressant are normally present in the air we breathe, and it’s approved by safety and governmental bodies around the world. So when you’re considering which fire suppressant to use, make the safe choice. And choose Inergen fire suppressant.



©2003 Ansul Incorporated



MANUFACTURED BY:



Enquiries: www.ansul.com
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Halon Disposal Options



By Richard Marcus of Remtec International



Meeting the EC Deadline Picture courtesy of Remtec International



AS MOST FIRE PROFESSIONALS ARE WELL AWARE, within the Economic Union (EU) restrictions have been instituted by European Community (EC) Regulation No. 2037/2000 concerning Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS’s). Applicable since October 1, 2000, this regulation affects Halon users, producers, suppliers, maintenance and servicing engineers. The EC regulation mandates decommissioning of fire protection systems and fire extinguishers containing Halons on or before December 31, 2003. The only exemption is Halon used in a limited number of “critical uses”, for example, in certain military and aerospace applications. For a complete list of critical uses refer to EC Regulation, Annex VII*. Recently, the EC commission was contacted to see if there would be any flexibility regarding this deadline. The answer was a firm, no!



first is destruction, which is accomplished in the EU primarily through incineration, or plasma arc technology. Both are costly and take tremendous amounts of energy to completely destroy these stable chemical compounds, especially Halons. Also, there are other considerations the end user must examine when choosing this option. Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the end user to assure that Halon or ODS agents in their possession are disposed in accordance with accepted environmental standards.



DESTRUCTION OPTION ssuming that the EC deadline is not extended, the removal of all Halon systems and portable fire extinguishers by December 31st is certainly a massive challenge, which will strain all available resources within the fire protection community. This is especially true in EU countries where the existing Halon inventory remaining in the field is still relatively large. Although alternative agents and systems are readily available, some fire protection professionals question whether all remaining Halon can be properly disposed and replaced with an appropriate alternative agent system within the proscribed time frame. Nevertheless, the prudent course of action is to assume that there will be no extensions and to plan accordingly. If you possess Halon, it is best to begin the decommissioning and disposal process as soon as possible. Even if the deadline is extended, the future of Halon is over in the EU and disposal will become more costly as demand for this service increases. Although each EU member country



A



may have additional restrictions, generally there are two practical options available to end users faced with the task of legally disposing of their unwanted Halons. The



Picture courtesy of Remtec International



The Ozone Secretariat within the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) has issued a handbook concerning “International Treaty on the Protection of the Ozone Layer – Section 2.4 – Destruction Procedures.” The purpose of this document is to provide additional guidance (a Code of Practice) to facility operators, or anyone handling or involved with the destruction of Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS’s). Although these recommendations are not law, it can be safely assumed that they are considered the environmentally correct way to decommission, handle and destroy Halons and other ODS agents. Those entities’ destroying ODS’s that don’t follow these standards do so at their own peril. Therefore, it is important that all end users or holders of unwanted Halons should be aware of this code, and how halocarbons are to be properly disposed. Used Halons are considered a hazardous waste product unless it is recycled and made useable for “critical use” as proscribed by the Montreal Protocol INTERNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION www.ifpmag.com
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Picture courtesy of Remtec International



Treaty. No matter which option is chosen, ultimately, the end user has responsibility to assure that the Halon in their possession is disposed of properly. It is not enough to contract with companies offering the lowest destruction price per kilogram, and assume that responsibility stops with a written certificate of destruction. The end user or holder of used Halon is still required to perform due diligence in order to reduce potential future legal liability. The UNEP Handbook covers a number of areas involving the safe handling and destruction of Halons and other ODS materials, including what is considered approved destruction processes. The Handbook, however, also details specific areas of concern, including how ODS agents should be properly shipped, unloaded, tested, verified, storage procedures and stock control. Of particular concern is the facility design and its ability to destroy ODS materials within certain specific standards. According to the UNEP Handbook, “The destruction facility should be properly designed and constructed in accordance with the best standards of engineering and technology, and with particular regard to the need to minimize, if not eliminate, fugitive losses.” The primary concern is that disposal does not result in an ODS ultimately finding its way to the atmosphere, either through neglect or intentional releases. To this end it is the responsibility of all parties associated with disposal to make sure that there is at least occasional independent verification and confirmation of data produced by the operators of the destruction facility. Information should be available to the end user and third
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party regulatory agencies, demonstrating that Halon shipped to the destruction facility has in fact been properly handled. Also, the UNEP Handbook suggests at a minimum that ODS destruction efficiency within an approved facility, as well as for other environmental releases, shall be validated at least once every 3 years. This includes establishing procedures involving the proper storage of ODS agents, training and on-going preventative maintenance programs. However, the area of critical importance is monitoring and measurement of ODS’s to the atmosphere. The UNEP Handbook further states, “Operators shall ensure that destruction processes are operated efficiently to ensure complete destruction of ODS’s to the extent that it is technically feasible for the approved process. This shall include the use of appropriate mea-



Picture courtesy of Remtec International



surement devices and sampling techniques to monitor the operating parameters burn conditions, and mass concentrations of the pollutants that are generated by the process. . . . In addition, a site-specific test protocol should be prepared and made available for inspection by the appropriate regulatory authorities. The sampling protocol shall report the following data from each test: ODS feed rate, total halogen load in the waste stream, residence time of ODS registered above 850 degrees C, oxygen content in the flue gas, gas temperature in the combustion chamber, flue gas flow rate, carbon monoxide in the flue gas, effluent volumes and quantities of solid residues discharged, ODS concentrations in the effluent and solid residues, and concentration of PCDD/PCDF, dust, HCL, HF, and HBr in the flue gases.” End users and holders of Halon have a responsibility to assure that if destruction is chosen as the disposal alternative, that it is done properly and is sent only to those facilities that can handle and destroy ODS agents in accordance with these and other guidelines discussed in greater detail within the “UNEP Handbook – Destruction Procedures.” The end user must assume a “cradle to grave” responsibility involving the proper disposal of these ODS hazardous materials.



HALON RECYCLING FOR “CRITICAL USE” There is, however, an alternative available regarding Halon disposal. This alternative solution is cost effective and in accordance with the spirit of the Montreal Protocol and the new EC disposal regulations. Article 11(1)(d) of (EC) No. 2037/2000 permits exports of products and equipment containing Halon, provided they are exported to any country outside the European Community for specific “critical uses” list contained in Annex VII*. Article 11(1) of EU Regulation 2037 forbids the export of Halons, but it shall not apply to the export of controlled substances to satisfy critical uses. In further support, recycling for “critical uses” is encouraged by the Montreal Protocol in Article IV/26, which states that, “International recycled Halon bank management is to urge Parties to encourage recovery, recycling, and reclamation of Halons in order to meet the needs of all Parties . . .” The approval process does require export permits, which serve several important functions. Primarily, the permit process has been instituted to assure all concerned parties connected with the transaction (including regulatory agencies) that the Halon is used material, and is recycled only to critical users as defined by Annex VII.
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You Have a Problem?



Are you looking for a solution to the Halon Decommissioning Mandate instituted by European Community (EC) Regulation No. 2037/2000 concerning Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS’s)? Then RemTec International is your solution. The EC regulation mandates that Halon users, producers, suppliers, maintenance and servicing engineers decommission fire protection systems and extinguisherscontaining Halons on or before December 31, 2003. “Critical uses” are the only exemption and are listed in Annex VII of the EC Regulation. The options available to end users faced with the task of legally disposing of their unwanted Halons have been limited and very costly. RemTec offers a better solution. A costeffective solution in accordance with the spirit of the Montreal Protocol. Article 11(1)(d) of EC No. 2037/2000 permits exports of products containing Halon, provided they are exported to any country outside the European Community for the specific “critical uses” listed in Annex VII. RemTec is the largest supplier to “critical users” in the world and we would like to qualify your unwanted Halon for export. Recycling of Halons is not only cost-effective when compared to destruction, but may also prevent future production of Halons. It's the best environmental solution! Call RemTec today. Let our team of Halon experts assist with all of your disposal problems, including unwanted HFC-227 and other halocarbons. Remember, we also provide on-site recovery when and where you need it worldwide. Call us today: Italy: 172-1011-800850-1162 France: 0800-99-0011-800850-1162 Germany: 0130-0010-800850-1162 United Kingdom: 0800-01-30011-800850-1162 United States: 888-8REMTEC Or visit our website: www.remtec.net



We Are the Solution. 6150 Merger Drive Holland, Ohio 43528 U.S.A.



Enquiries: www.remtec.net
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countries that either are in the process of severely restricting or completely banning HFC alternative agents that are now considered global warmers. In particular, the fire protection community has installed HFC-227 where a clean agent is required. This agent is known by several trade names. If local regulations prevent the further use of this or other HFC substances**, exporting to qualified users may also be a cost effective disposal option to consider.



*Annex VII, Critical Uses of Halon ●



●
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■ THE FIRST STEP in the process is to obtain a permit from the EC. Article 12 states, “that exports from the EU shall be subject to European Commission authorization by the European Commission for 12 month periods.” A copy of each export authorization is forwarded to the competent authority of the member state that is the exporting country of origin. For further detailed information please contact the European Commission: Sabine Cardinal: [email protected] (0032-2-29-68757), or Sindy Simon: [email protected] (0032-2-2996498)



■ THE SECOND STEP is to obtain an export permit from the country where the Halon resides (the country of origin). Although each country has its own laws and regulations, most EU members recognize the need to export Halon for critical uses. It is especially important to maintain good records regarding the history of the Halon and its use. It is also important to demonstrate that the Halon is destined for an approved critical use as defined in Annex VII.



■ THE LAST STEP is to obtain an import permit from the country where the critical user is located. Most critical users outside the EU reside in the United States, i.e., military, aerospace and petrochemical applications. The U.S. EPA is the regulatory agency responsible for issuing and approving import permits. Their primary concern is that the Halon is, in fact, used and that all export permits have been properly obtained from the country of origin. When making this application one can expect the U.S. EPA process
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to take up to 40 days and during this time detailed information will be required in order to successfully obtain a “None Objection Notice” (an import approval). Again, the more information that the end user provides in their application, (i.e., system bottle serial numbers, cylinder weights, and history of the installation), will enable U.S. regulatory authorities to respond in a timely manner and overall facilitate the application process. Don’t expect to obtain import permits for Halon 1211. Although the U.S. EPA allows Halon 1211 applications, there is still a sizeable Federal Tax due upon the initial sale after its importation into the U.S. Therefore, this tax makes it unfeasible to import Halon 1211, however there is no tax applicable involving Halon 1301 importation as long as it is determined to be recycled for critical use. The export/import application process does require the principle parties involved in the transaction to provide key information about the Halon 1301 installation history and further critical use, but this process assures that the transaction is legitimate and thereby substantially reduces the risk of improper ODS disposal. And, when compared to the cost of destruction, the recycling of Halons for critical use is not only cost effective, but may prevent further production of virgin Halons in the future. It’s environmentally the right thing to do! No matter which option you choose it is important to only work with reputable companies that have successfully disposed of halocarbons in a safe and environmentally responsible manner. The choice is yours, although the December 31, 2003 deadline is quickly approaching, it is still important to proceed prudently. Finally, there are certain EU member



●



●



●



●



In aircraft for the protection of crew compartments, engine nacelles, cargo bays and dry bays. In military land vehicles and naval vessels for the protection of spaces occupied by personnel and engine compartments. For the making inert occupied spaces where flammable liquid and/or gas release could occur in the military and oil, gas and petrochemical sector, and in existing cargo ships. For the making inert of existing manned communication and command centres of the armed forces or others, essential for national security. For the making inert of spaces where there may be a risk of dispersion of radioactive matter. In the Channel Tunnel and associated installations and rolling stock.



**European HFC Status Update ●
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●



Draft EC Regulations on fluorinated gases proposed on June 12, 2003. Requires reporting data on the production, importation, export, recycling and destruction of fluorinated gases annually. Denmark – first comprehensive national law banning HFC’s enacted July 1, 2003, most uses banned by 2007. Austria – bans HFC’s for fire protection in 2003, many uses banned by 2008 to determine whether the phase out dates are feasible. Germany – Environmental Ministry issued a paper in October 2002 with initial proposals for HFC controls; options include use restrictions or bans. The Proposal was expected in June 2003, but may be delayed indefinitely. (Outside the EU) Norway – enacted a tax on imports of HFC’s/PFC’s of 180 NKr per ton (0.18 NKr per kg. CO2), for HFC-2 27ea tax would be 522 NKr per kg. (Outside the EU) Switzerland – Enacted ban in May 2003 on HFC’s where substitutes exist.
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Visual warning dev emergency systems VISUAL SIGNALLING DEVICES, often referred to as strobes or beacons, are used extensively in emergency systems to alert people of danger, to indicate that a hazard is present or that a predefined condition has been detected. A primary rule is that a visual signal shall normally only be used in an emergency system as a reinforcement to an audible warning device, although they are, of course, widely used by themselves in industry to indicate machine state or environmental condition.



OPERATING TECHNOLOGIES – STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES ROTATING BEACONS Using either a tungsten or halogen bulb, or more recently an LED ‘bulb’, a parabolic reflector, driven by an electric motor, rotates around the light source on a vertical axis creating a powerful beam of light travelling through 360°. However, because of vibration, harsh conditions and extremes of temperature, these electro-mechanical units usually have a relatively short life; the current consumption of the bulb and motor is also high, making them relatively unattractive for most applications.



E2S Type BEx 15 Joule, auto synchronised beacon, Explosion Proof for hazardous locations
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FILAMENT BULB Control circuitry enables a blinking output to be achieved. Indicators using a filament bulb normally use a Fresnel lens to enhance the light output, giving adequate performance at a relatively low cost. Filament bulbs have quite a short life, further shortened when exposed to quite low levels of vibration. In general, a filament bulb beacon is of limited effectiveness and should normally be used only as an indicator rather than as an alarm beacon. It is the least expensive option and units are available in a wide range of physical dimensions, wattages and enclosure styles. XENON (STROBE) TUBE Operating at very high voltage generated by an inverter circuit, the Xenon gas in the tube breaks down, creating an instantaneous brilliant flash of light, normally enhanced by using a ‘Fresnel’ lens. The light energy of the flash is a function of the Xenon tube size, the voltage across it and the capacity of the capacitor discharging into it. The Xenon strobe beacon has the best light output to power input ratio and is the most widely used and versatile technology currently available. Tube life is critical: it may be as little as 1 million flashes in cheaper devices but specifiers should typically expect 5 to 8 million flashes from higher quality units. LED (LIGHT EMITTING DIODE) A semiconductor device, unlike the filament bulb and the Xenon tube emits



only one frequency of light (i.e. one colour). LED technology is rapidly developing and while it does not as yet offer as bright an output as the Xenon tube, it does offer an extremely low current and very long life time, giving an effective solution where an indication or status is required. Once a quirky and expensive alternative, the emergence of ultra bright LEDs means the LED beacon has become a viable low current consumption, zero maintenance alternative to the Xenon strobe. It is particularly effective in Intrinsically Safe areas, where the necessary power input restrictions do not allow a Xenon strobe to function at anything like peak efficiency.



E2S Type L101 beacon, 5 Joule version for general alarm indication



LOCATING AN ALARM STROBE BEACON Light travels in straight lines, so the beacon will be far more effective if positioned in the line of sight rather than relying on reflections. Where applicable, audible signals should always be the primary warning with the beacon used as a secondary alarm indication or status, generally the audible and visual indicators should be located
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ASSERTA



evices in ms



CLARIFIRE



by John Rattlidge E2S – European Safety Systems



Xenon beacon manufacturers specify performance in a number of ways: probably the most common being Joules, a measure of the incident energy applied to the beacon tube. More meaningful is the peak and average output light emission measured in candela. “Brightness”, often presented as polar plots is often used for more accurate, involved calculations and coverage predictions; it is referred to within product standards. The perceived brightness of a beacon is dependent on the brightness of the light source, the lens colour of the unit and the ambient light level. A general indication of the effective
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ᔢ Safer installation with unique plug & taper - lock assembly ᔢ Integrated AV design enhances vandal resistance ᔢ Beacon asymmetry provides 20% more useful light ᔢ Loudest output on standardised & national signals ᔢ Directional mount allows optimum sounder alignment ᔢ Multi-message speech options
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BEACON EFFECTIVENESS AND RANGE



ASSERTA™ industrial sounders/beacons



ASKARI



close together. All round light dispersion should be the first consideration when installing a beacon; ensuring free air movement to prevent the build up of excessive heat is also important and beacons should never be installed upside down. Wherever possible, vibration should be avoided. Some larger types of Xenon beacon emit the light from the side rather than the top of the enclosure, so if wall mounted with the lens 90° to the wall as shown in figure 1, most of the effective light will be emitted up to the ceiling and down to the floor. Such devices should either be mounted directly to a horizontal surface (figure 2), or on a horizontal bracket from a wall, figure 3. The beacon should be installed so as to ensure that the maximum light output is emitted over the desired area of coverage. The effective area of a beacon is a function of the Xenon tube shape – either straight or, more usually, horseshoe-shaped as shown above – and the mounting angle of the lens.
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Figure 3



15 Joule Xenon Beacon



Figure 4 Fulleon Limited, Llantarnam Park, Cwmbran NP44 3AW, UK.



T: +44 (0)1633 628500 F: +44 (0)1633 866 346 www.fulleon.com



Enquiries: www.fulleon.com
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Light Source



Lens Colour



Clear



Yellow



Amber



Red



Blue



Green



Xenon



–



100%



93%



70%



23%



24%



25%



Filament



–



100%



95%



70%



17%



17%



12%



Figure 5



360° coverage for Xenon beacons with clear lens covers, installed in an industrial environment, is shown in figure 4. The inner circle defines the alarm distance where an observer’s attention would be attracted if he was not looking in the general direction of the beacon; the outer circle the indication distance where an observer would be unlikely to see the emitted light if he was not looking in the general direction of the beacon. The effect of lens colour on the perceived intensity of the light source within an industrial environment is quite significant (figure 5). Finally, as a rule of thumb, the intensity of a beacon is reduced by 25% as the viewing distance is doubled. Please note all the above information is for guidance only and does NOT guarantee performance or coverage.



ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS INFLUENCING BEACON SELECTION HAZARDOUS AREA USE Intrinsically Safe Xenon tube strobes are of limited effectiveness due to the energy restrictions required by the intrinsically safe protection method; they are therefore little more than an indicator in most applications. The performance of Ultra Bright LEDs available to the beacon manufacturer means that Intrinsically Safe LED beacons are increasingly becoming the preferred choice, giving longer life, higher output and improved reliability than Xenon tube alternatives. AMBIENT LIGHT LEVEL In all applications, the worst case ambient light level must be considered and an effective beacon installed. The safety of people may well depend on the beacon’s performance and the responsible designer and installer will ensure that the beacon is sufficiently powerful and that it is installed in a suitable location. The worst that can be done is simply installing the least expensive and most ineffective model because the regulations or standards simply demand ‘a beacon’.
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INGRESS PROTECTION/IP RATING Most manufacturers offer high IP66 and IP67 rated beacons within their range. Be careful of over-specifying the degree of protection required; check the environmental requirements carefully. ELECTRICAL CONSIDERATIONS Rotating beacons, though effective, require high current; in many cases, a Xenon strobe or LED beacon will be a more attractive alternative. If the beacon is going to be controlled via a PLC (Programmable Logic Controller), then high inrush currents can generate induced transients, interfering with the PLC. A fully suppressed product will dramatically reduce the likelihood of such problems, particularly in multi beacon applications. MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS Is a lens guard required to protect against impact? Can the beacon be installed so that the observer will directly see the light output rather than reflections? Does the manufacturer supply suitable brackets to enable the optimum installation to be achieved? SERVICEABILITY A dirty beacon is ineffective; many faulty beacons dramatically start working again once a fully qualified, competent person has wiped them over



with a damp cloth! However, if access for routine cleaning, particularly in a dirty environment, is difficult, the performance of the beacon will inevitably degrade with time. LEDs have the longest life, second are Xenon tubes, and last are filament and halogen bulbs. Premature failures, particularly in filament bulbs, are often the result of mechanical vibration and shock. Some beacon manufacturers offer replacement Xenon tubes; normally it is sensible to replace the associated circuitry at the same time. Whichever light source is used, it should be protected and restrained in order to minimise the effects of vibration and thus offer the longest life in commercial and industrial applications. The mechanical design of the unit is another area where the low cost manufacturer will skimp, with predictably deleterious effects on reliability.



STANDARDS AND APPROVALS RELATING TO VISUAL SIGNALLING DEVICES There are many different standards either referring in whole or part to visual signals and beacons; the ones below cover industrial, fire and evacuation applications.



USA/CANADA UL 1638 Visual Signal Appliances Requirements include electrical safety, endurance and environmental tests, light output and dispersal tests; the specification distinguishes between fire alarm use and non-fire alarm general signalling use in both indoor and outdoor environments.



UL 1971 Signalling Devices for the Hearing Impaired Adds minimum levels of light and dispersal within sleeping and non sleeping areas and synchronised flashing of visual signals within a fire alarm or evacuation system to the requirements of UL 1638.



EUROPE



E2S Type L101L-IS beacon, Intrinsically Safe, ultra bright LED Array for Zone 0, 1 & 2 applications



A draft standard for beacons under the EN 54 series, equivalent to EN 54-3, Fire Detection and Fire Alarm Systems – Audible Fire Alarm Devices, will set out minimum environmental requirements and a means of defining the beacon manufacturer’s declaration of output and performance.
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E2S Type MB010, 10 Joule beacon IP67 & IP66 protected for harsh and exposed conditions



UNITED KINGDOM PFEER, the Offshore Installations (Prevention of Fire and Explosion, and Emergency Response) Regulations. These regulations state the person or company responsible for an installation is also responsible for protecting persons on the installation from fire and explosion and securing effective emergency response.



INTERNATIONAL IEC 73 – Colours of luminous indicators & push buttons This standard sets out the colours required to conform to the machine directive. ● RED – Danger, Act Now. ● Danger of live or unguarded moving machinery or essential equipment in protected area. ● AMBER – Warning, Proceed with Care ● Temperature or pressure different from normal level ● GREEN – Safety Precaution: Go Ahead ● Checks complete, machine about to start ● BLUE – Site Specified ● Pre-set ready or remote control ● CLEAR – No specific Meaning ● Could confirm and earlier message



MARINE INDUSTRY IMO – International Maritime Organisation Resolution A.686 (17), Code on Alarms and Indicators Intended to provide general design guidance and to promote uniformity of type, location and priority for those alarms and indicators that are required by the 1974 SOLAS convention. The code applies to shipboard alarms and indicators on ships constructed on or after 1st July 1992 and on major modifications or new John Rattlidge installations after this date.



Enquiries: [email protected] INTERNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION www.ifpmag.com
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P R O D U C T



P R O F I L E



Home Safeguard Industries OME SAFEGUARD INDUSTRIES is the world’s leading manufacturer of aerosol smoke alarm testers. Since 1979, as the innovator of the first aerosol smoke tester, we’ve built a global presence serving the commercial fire alarm and security industries with our patented test tools and aerosols including Smoke Detector Tester™, Heat Detector Tester™ and related accessories. Smoke Detector Tester™ is UL Listed and approved by virtually all commercial alarm manufacturers for use on their detectors. It is the most reliable, economical, and effective way to functionally test for smoke entry and meet NFPA 72 and local fire code test requirements. Smoke Detector Tester™ has been used in literally tens of millions of tests and remains the preferred choice of fire safety experts worldwide. Smoke Detector Tester™ works with all smoke detector brands and types of optical or ionization detectors. Our patented, proven formula is safe on sensors, non toxic and 100% ozone safe., the aerosol is competitively priced and reduced transport costs. Smoke Detector Tester™ is manufactured



H
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in Europe and available in two can sizes: our traditional 2.5 oz can (200+ sprays per can) or our new 4.87 oz. size (400 sprays per can). This latest can size was specifically designed for use in commonly used enclosed aerosol dispensers. A variety of accessories are available for use with Smoke Detector Tester™ including the UL Listed 1490 Spray Adapter. Using the 1490 helps to better control the aerosol spray particularly in turbulent air conditions. The 18 tube also keeps the aerosol at a safe distance from the detector eliminating a direct spray of the sensors. Other accessories available include our unique test pole extension devices. The modular design lets you build the pole length that meets you specific needs. Our aluminum pole series provides a total extendable reach of over 30 including height of technician. Our fiberglass pole series provides a total extendable reach of over 20 including height of technician. Another reliable test product is our Heat Detector Tester™ for testing all rate of rise and reat of rise/fixted temperature combination heat detectors in the 135-190 degrees range. Heat Detector Tester™ is UL Listed. The totally portable, lightweight tester uses an exclusive, disposable heat pad activated by a saline solution as the heat source that is safe, non-toxic, and cost effective. Now you can do away with ladders, heat guns, hair dryers, and costly and cumbersome battery back type units. Heat Detector Tester™ It is the perfect test system for every alarm installer and maintenance technician. For a free sample of our new Smoke Detector Tester™ or for a referral to one of our European distributors, email us at [email protected]. Put Us To The Test Today!



For more information please contact:



Home Safeguard Industries LLC P.O.Box 5369 Vernon Hills IL60061 USA Tel +1 847 281 8400 Fax +1 847 281 8998 www.homesafeguard.com
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NAF S 125®



THE DEFINITIVE EXTINGUISHING AGENT



PROTECTING YOUR ENVIRONMENT? NAF S 125® Extinguishing Agent has no



effect on the Ozone Layer and consequently its use is not limited or regulated by environmental regulations.



As NAF S 125® is an extremely efficient extinguishant, it requires less gas by weight and therefore requires fewer cylinders to contain the agent.



NAF S 125®



GROUP OF COMPANIES



MAXIMUM SAFETY FOR THE ENVIRONMENT



http:// www.lpg.es HEAD OFFICE



Tel. +34 93 4802933



LPG FRANCE Tel. +33 1 34219388



[email protected]



www.lpg.es



[email protected]



LPG PORTUGAL Tel. +351 21 9751322/3



This in itself produces less impact on the environment as less energy is consumed in the equipment manufacturing process.



[email protected]



NAF S 125®



is a product of



LPG TÜRKiYE



Tel. + 90 216 4821831



[email protected]



LPG FIRE Ltd.



Tel. +44 1670 739966



[email protected]



LPG AMÉRICA LATINA



Tel. +598 2 6227840



EUROPEAN PATENT EP0630278



[email protected]



Enquiries: [email protected]
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Ginge-Kerr Danmark A/S Argonite ® Fire Extinguishing System Halon phase out - EC regulation 2037/2000 prohibits use of halons. Since the early 90’ties Ginge-Kerr Danmark has developed Argonite systems available as 150 bar and 200 bar. In 2000 we launched the 300 bar Argonite system, based on a new valve concept which comply with the Pressure Equipment Directory (PED) and the Transport Pressure Equipment Directory (TPED). The Argonite system is an environmentally friendly alternative to Halon, tested and approved by regulatory bodies throughout the world.



Argonite‚ inert gas systems Fast acting and effective against all fire hazards ● Safe for occupied areas ● Environmental neutral zero ODP, zero GWP and zero atmospheric life time ● No post-fire residues or damage to protected equipment ● Available throughout the world ●



Argonite fire extinguishing system is engineered for single room protection or central bank system for protection of as many room as required, hence Argonite may be transported +300 meters. Do not waste time - check your local distributor on www.ginge-kerr.com Argonite a safe and environmental friendly choice. Now with LPCB Approval at 300 bar – it’s better than ever. Ginge-Kerr Danmark A/S · Stamholmen 111, DK-2650 Hvidovre Tel: +45 36 77 11 31 · Fax: +45 36 77 22 31 E-mail: [email protected] · www.argonite.com Enquiries: www.argonite.com
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Fire Protection for Computer Rooms ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●



AS DEPENDENCE ON COMPUTERS and other electronic equipment increases in both the business world and in households throughout the world, the importance of providing proper fire protection for these critical assets has increased. Numerous processes and systems are now controlled by computers, including semiconductor fabrication, petrochemical and steel-making processes, and local and global communication systems. The uninterrupted use of computers to control such processes is critical, as computerrelated business interruptions can in many cases lead to the loss of millions of dollars in revenue in a relatively short time period.



● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●



omputers and electronic equipment are particularly susceptible to damage due to the heat, steam and combustion products (e.g., smoke, soot) which accompany a fire. Damage to certain electronic components can occur at temperatures as low as 39°C (100°F) with permanent damage resulting from exposure to temperatures in excess of approximately 49°C (120°F). Damage to magnetic tapes, flexible discs and similar media can begin at sustained ambient temperatures above 37.8°C (100°F), and sustained ambient temperatures of 66°C (150°F) can damage hard



C



By Mark L. Robin, Ph.D. and Scott A. Craig, P.E. Hughes Associates, Inc.



Picture courtesy of Hughes Associates Inc.



disks. Many electronic components begin to fail at approximately 79°C (174°F) with major component failures occurring for temperatures in the range of 149 to 200°C (300 to 500°F). Microfilm can suffer damage at temperatures of approximately 107°C (350°F) in the presence of steam, or at 260°C (500°F) in the absence of steam. Damage to paper products can begin at temperature of 177°C (350°F). In addition to thermal damage, electronic components are susceptible to damage due to combustion products. A common combustion product of concern in computer facilities is hydrogen chloride, HCl. Gaseous HCl is produced when polyvinyl chloride (PVC) cable insulation is exposed to high temperatures. The HCl then rapidly reacts with the galvanized zinc encountered in most electronic circuitry and components to form a layer of zinc chloride (ZnCl2) on the surface of the equipment. Zinc chloride is extremely hygroscopic, and picks



up moisture from the surrounding air at as low as 10% relative humidity to form an extremely corrosive zinc chloride solution. Additional corrosive combustion products often encountered in computer room and data processing fires include hydrogen fluoride (HF), from the decomposition of fluoropolymers such as FEP (fluorinated ethylenepropylene), hydrogen bromide (HBr), sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), acetic acid (CH3COOH), and hydrogen cyanide (HCN), depending upon the exact composition of the organic materials undergoing pyrolysis. Electronic components are also susceptible to damage from smoke, soot and corrosive particulates produced by a fire. For example, disk drives are susceptible to damage from particulates as small as 0.5 microns in diameter. Smoldering or slow growth fires, as are characteristic of computer room and data processing facilities, can produce nonconductive soots, These soots are large INTERNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION www.ifpmag.com
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particulates (>0.5 microns) and deposit out horizontally on equipment, forming an insulating layer on equipment, impacting contacts. In the case of more rapidly growing fires, the amount of organic volatiles produced from the fire is small due to efficient combustion, and conductive soots are formed, comprised of small particulates (


REDUCTION OF THE FIRE HAZARD IN COMPUTER ROOMS As indicated above, the fuel load in a typical computer room consists primarily of electronic equipment and the electrical



cables employed to supply power to the various electronic components. In order to provide a reduced fire hazard, current standards specify the construction of the electronic equipment itself, construction requirements for the building housing the computer room, and the materials and equipment permitted in areas containing computers and other information technology (IT) equipment. For example, in the United States, equipment and replacement parts for use in computer rooms must meet the requirements of UL 478 Standard for Electronic Data Processing Units and Systems, UL 1950 Standard for Safety of Information Technology Equipment, or UL 60959 Standard for Safety of Information Technology Equip-
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HALOTRON™ I



Distributed By:



Amerex Corporation Trussville, Alabama, USA 205-655-3271 • Fax 205-655-3279 Web Site: http://www.amerex-fire.com



Badger Fire Protection Charlottesville, Virginia, USA 800-446-3857 • Fax 434-973-1589 Web Site: http://www.badgerfire.com



Buckeye Fire Equipment Co. Kings Mountain, North Carolina, USA 704-739-7415 • Fax 704-739-7418 Web Site: http://www.buckeyef.com



Kidde Safety Mebane, North Carolina, USA 800-654-9677 • Fax 800-547-2111 Web Site: http://www.kidde.com



65 lb. (29.5 kg) and 150 lb. (68 kg) UL Listed Wheeled Units are also available



BUCKEYE



150 lb. HALOTRON I™



BUCKEYE



65 lb. HALOTRON I™



● ● ● ●



●



• Installed in 200-500 Lb. Systems at more than 43 U.S. International Airports.



●



• Available in High Performance UL Listed Wheeled Units 65 Lbs. (29.5 kg) - 150 Lbs. (68 kg). • Available from Distributors outside the U.S. including: Matafuegos Donny (Argentina); PT Chubb Lips (Indonesia); Palmer Asia (Philippines); Lingjack (Singapore) and Korean Pacific Corporation (Korea). American Pacific Corporation, Halotron Division LAS VEGAS, NEVADA /CEDAR CITY, UTAH, USA 702-735-2200 • FAX 702-735-4876 WEB: halotron-inc.com • E-MAIL: [email protected]



Enquiries: www.halotron-inc.com INTERNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION www.ifpmag.com



●



• U.S. FAA Approved for Airport Fire Fighting (Cert Alert 95-03).



• Complete Line of High Performance UL Listed A, B, C rated portables from four U.S. Manufacturers.
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ment. With regard to materials allowed within a computer room, NFPA 75, Standard for the Protection of Information Technology Equipment (2003 edition) requires the following: Only computer and IT equipment and support equipment are permitted in the computer room Office furniture within the computer room must be of metal construction Only approved self-extinguishing trash receptacles are allowed Small offices and light hazard occupancies are allowed in the computer room only if noncombustible containers provided for combustible materials The amount of records within the computer room must be kept to the absolute minimum required for essential and efficient operation Rooms used for the storage of records are to be separated from the computer area by fire-resistive construction.



THE HALON ERA In the not too distant past, computer facilities represented a major market for Halon 1301 and Halon 1211 extinguishing systems. The Halons are “clean” agents, leaving no corrosive or abrasive residues after their use, hence eliminating the secondary (non-fire) damage associated with extinguishing agents such as water, dry chemicals or foams. The Halons are non-conductors of
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electricity, hence they are applicable for the protection of electrical and electronic equipment. Halon 1211, characterized by a lower vapor pressure, is more suitable as a streaming agent in portable extinguishers, whereas as the more volatile Halon 1301 is better suited as a total flooding suppression agent. ® Due to their unique combination of chemical and physical properties, Halon 1301 and Halon 1211 served as a nearly ideal fire suppression agents for over 30 years.SYSTEM However, due to their FIRE EXTINGUISHING implication in the destruction of stratospheric ozone, the Montreal Protocol of 1987 identified Halon 1301 and Halon 1211 as two of numerous compounds requiring limitations of ® Areas to be protected by ULTRA FOG use and production, and an amendment to the original Protocol -resulted in the halting -ofCorridors Halon production on January 1, Accommodation - Staircases 1994. - Kitchens - Storage - Machinery Spaces In response to the production ban on Halons 1301 and - Electrical spaces -industry Computer rooms -with a.o.a vari1211, the fire suppression has responded ety of Halon alternatives, and several of these have found use Watersupply alternatives: in the protection of modern computer facilities.



ULTRA FOG AB



- Pump unit system PORTABLE EXTINGUISHERS - Pressurised bottle system



In accordance with current standards, computer rooms should be equipped with portable fire extinguishers. In the United The for most States, the requirements theefficient protection of information Pressure Waterfog technology equipmentHigh are specified in NFPA 75, Standard for the Protection of Technology NFPA 75 requires System inEquipment. the market the provision of listed portable fire extinguishers of the carbon dioxide or halogenated agent type, maintained in accordance with NFPA 10, Standard for Portable Fire Extinguishers. Acceptable halogenated type agents for these applications include Halotron® I (American Pacific Corporation) and FE36TM (Du Pont).



®



WATER MIST SYSTEMS



Glass bulb nozzle



For: • High Rise Buildings • Hotels • Museums • Schools • Hospitals • Residential Care • Domestic



Open Atrium



Glass/Steel Construction



Ultra Fog AB



TOTAL FLOODING AGENTS Given the high value and sensitivity of the electronic equipment involved, and the consequences of system interruptions, gaseous agent systems are often provided for the protection of computer rooms. The use of a gaseous total flooding agent is especially critical where there is the need to reduce equipment damage and to reduce or eliminate system downtime. The primary objective of a gaseous clean agent system is to extinguish the fire quickly, limiting fire damage to the object(s) involved in the origin of the fire. Hence, the purpose of a gaseous clean agent system is to protect the valuable and/or sensitive assets within the enclosure. Acceptable gaseous total flooding agents are described in NFPA 2001, Standard on Clean Agent Fire Extinguishing Systems (2000 edition). The primary advantages of total flooding clean agents are as follows: Clean extinguishment – fires are extinguished without collateral damage due to agent discharge (no residues, no cleanup required) ● Rapid extinguishment during the early stages of fire growth ● Ability to extinguish shielded, obstructed or threedimensional fires in complex geometries ●



These characteristics render the clean agents especially suitable for the protection of electronic equipment areas. The absence of residues and subsequent lack of cleanup allow for minimum service interruptions, and extinguishment in the early stages of the fire limits fire damage to the object(s) involved in the fire. The three dimensional nature of the clean agents allows them to extinguish hidden or obstructed fires within the protected area, for example a fire inside an equipment cabinet.



Valuable Heritage



FOGTEC Brandschutz GmbH & Co. KG Schanzenstr. 19A 51063 Cologne (Germany) Tel.: +49 221/ 96 22 3 0 Fax: +49 221/ 96 22 3 30 www.fogtec.com [email protected]



Enquiries: www.fogtec.com



®



ULTRA FOG AB FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM Areas to be protected by ULTRA FOG FOG



®



- Accommodation - Corridors - Staircases - Kitchens - Storage - Machinery Spaces - Electrical spaces - Computer rooms - a.o.



Watersupply alternatives: - Pump unit system - Pressurised bottle system The most efficient High Pressure Waterfog System in the market



Ultra Fog AB Gåskullevägen 14, SE-44552 Surte (Göteborg), Sweden Phone: +46-(0)31-982370 • Fax: +46-(0)31-982368 e-mail: [email protected] • www.ultrafog.com



Enquiries: www.ultrafog.com INTERNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION www.ifpmag.com
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gaseous clean agent (to protect the assets), and an automatic sprinkler system (to protect the structure). Such a combination represents a logical and viable solution to the fire protection needs of such facilities.



WATER MIST SYSTEMS



Computer Room Graphic Picture



A smoke detection system is typically utilized to actuate a gaseous agent system. In this case the fires are detected in their incipient stage, and hence the fire size at the time of system actuation for clean agent systems is much less than the fire size at the time of actuation for sprinkler systems. Disadvantages of clean agents systems include high system cost and the requirement of an intact enclosure with doors closed and external ventilation secured prior to agent discharge. Currently, in the U.S., the two most commonly employed total flooding clean agent systems for computer room applications are FM-200® (produced by Great Lakes Chemical Corporation) and InergenTM (produced by Ansul) systems. FM-200® systems employ HFC-227ea (CF3CHFCF3) and extinguish fire primarily through the absorption of heat. InergenTM, a blend of nitrogen, argon and carbon dioxide, extinguishes fire by lowering the oxygen content to below the level required for combustion. Both agents are applicable for use in normally occupied areas. Although not prohibited by NFPA 75, carbon dioxide systems are not a suitable choice for total flooding applications in computer rooms. This is due to the toxicity of carbon dioxide at the extinguishing concentrations required, and to possible equipment damage due to thermal-shock or due to the conductivity of carbon dioxide.



AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEMS In an effort to cut costs, computer rooms are in some instances protected by an automatic sprinkler system, primarily pre-action systems, in lieu of a gaseous total flooding system. The primary purpose of a sprinkler system, whether of the pre-action or wet pipe variety, is to contain the fire to the
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room of origin and to manage the temperatures at the ceiling to prevent structural damage and/or collapse. It is important to note that the primary purpose of a sprinkler system differs significantly from the primary purpose of a gaseous clean agent system. The primary purpose of a sprinkler system is to protect the structure, and to confine the fire to its room of origin, whereas the primary purpose of a gaseous clean agent system is to protect the valuable and/or sensitive assets within the enclosure. A preaction system, while less expensive than a gaseous clean agent system, provides protection of the building structure itself. A properly installed preaction system will help prevent loss of the entire building, but the degree of water damage to equipment in the data center can be extensive. In an effort to limit water damage, a time delay can be employed with a preaction system, delaying when the system is filled with water and giving staff time to evaluate the incident. Smoke detectors can also be cross zoned so that two detectors must alarm in order for the preaction system to be charged with water. Sprinkler system activation occurs when the sprinkler head’s fusible link or glass bulb reaches the head’s rated temperature (approximately 135°F or higher). The attainment of such temperatures at the sprinkler head requires a relatively large fire, and as a result the damage to assets at the time of actuation of a sprinkler system will greatly exceed the damage at system actuation experienced with a gaseous extinguishing system. For applications involving expensive, sensitive and critical equipment, substantial risk reduction at very high benefit/cost ratios may be realized by protecting these facilities with both a



Water mist systems have also been considered for the protection of computer rooms. The extinguishing action of water mist is due predominantly to dilution of oxygen in the zone of burning with steam resulting from the evaporation of water droplets in the heated area surrounding the fire. As a result, the ability of water mist systems to extinguish fires increases with the fire size – the extent of evaporation, and hence the degree of oxygen dilution at the fire, increases as the fire size increases. Water mist systems perform well in the extinguishment of large fires, hence their use in marine applications, for the protection of machinery spaces. A major advantage of water mist systems over conventional sprinkler systems is that the water mist systems employ less water than conventional systems. Many installations have employed water mist systems for protection of the subfloor area of computer facilities.



CONCLUSION As society’s dependence on computers and electronic equipment increases, more attention must be given to the protection of such equipment and the facilities housing them from fire. Reducing the fire hazard within computer rooms and the employment of improved fire suppression systems are essential to protecting these critical assets.



Mark L. Robin, Ph.D., is a Senior Scientist with Hughes Associates, Inc. and has over 15 years of experience in the fire suppression industry, including the development, testing and approval of clean agent fire suppression systems. Scott A. Craig, P.E., has a fire protection degree from Oklahoma State University, is a licensed professional fire protection engineer, and has over 10 years of experience with special suppression systems include halon replacement analyses. He is employed with the Denver office of Hughes Associates, Inc. located in Broomfield, Colorado.
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Novec™1230 Liquid Technology



The dynamic new solution



Zero ozone depleting fire protection from Hygood



Zero ozone depleting potential Atmospheric lifetime of less than 5 days Insignificant global warming potential Safe for occupied areas Replaces existing halon systems Requires minimal storage space Tests and Listings under way



Contact us for information about Hygood Fire Protection Systems: Macron Safety Products (UK) Ltd. Fireater House, South Denes Road, Gt. Yarmouth, Norfolk NR30 3PJ. Tel: 01493 859822 Fax: 01493 858374 Email: [email protected] Novec™1230 is a registered trademark of 3M Company



Enquiries: www.macron-safety.com
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P R O D U C T



P R O F I L E



R A E SY S T E M S RAE Systems is a manufacturer of portable, wireless and fixed atmospheric monitors, photoionization detectors, radiation detectors, gas detection tubes, sampling pumps and security monitoring devices. People use our products to monitor toxic gases and VOCs in confined spaces, to establish a perimeter security around hazardous material sites and to detect the illicit traffic of radioactive materials. Our confined space entry include: ● ● ●



● ● ●



solutions



DRAE – Pocket combustible gas and oxygen monitor UltraRAE – Specific compound monitor used mostly to monitor Benzene VRAE – Hand-held 1-5 gas monitor with built-in sampling pump and optional datalogging QRAE – 4 gas monitor for Confined Space Entry QRAE Plus – Advanced and compact 4 gas detector MultiRAE Plus – 1-5 gas monitor with VOC detection



The MultiRAE Plus, RAE Systems’ premier first responder tool, is an extremely flexible one-to-five sensor instrument for use in confined space, emergency response, industrial hygiene and many



other monitoring applications. The MultiRAE Plus can offer protection using both standard gas detection sensors for the detection of O2, combustible gas (LEL), H2S, SO2, NO, NO2, Cl, HCN, NH3, or PH3 as well as an integrated photoionization detector (PID) for the ultimate broadrange toxic gas detection. The MultiRAE’s versatility allows it to replace a wide range of monitors, saving training and maintenance costs. This monitor can be used as a personal monitor, hand-held sniffer or as a continuous operation area monitor. It can also be used as a wireless enabled remote instrument with the addition of a RAELink modem and wirelessly enabled computer as a base station. For those requiring a more integrated monitoring system in HazMat and emergency response, refineries and petrochemical plants, confined space entry, power plants, pulp and paper industry, plant and mill turnarounds, and marine and offshore wells, the MultiRAE Plus’s “big brother”, the AreaRAE, is the instrument of choice. The AreaRAE monitors the environment and transmits readings in real-time to a command center located up to 3 kilometers away! The AreaRAE 5-gas detector, with optional GPS, is a rugged wireless situational awareness tool that lets you “see” up to 3 kilometers away. You can choose and quickly change between the following sensors: VOC, O2, combustible gas (LEL), H2S, SO2, NO, NO2, Cl, HCN, NH3, or PH3.



This range of sensors prepares you for a HazMat incident involving toxic industrial chemicals (TICs) or a terrorist incident involving chemical warfare agents. With the ProRAE Remote Monitor Display software, readings from up to 32 units can be seen in status view, on maps or on site diagrams. Our hazardous material safety solutions include the MultiRAE Plus, AreaRAE, MiniRAE 2000 and ppbRAE gas detection instruments which asses and monitor potentially hazardous environments that occur as a result of hazardous materials accidents or terrorist events. Used by country, local and municipal agencies tasked with protecting the public, these instruments are critical to first responders by providing as much information as possible about the hazards they are facing. Radiation exposure, whether by illicit radioactive material weapons, nuclear power materials or medical waste, is always present. RAE Systems provides two new pager-sized radiation sensors, the GammaRAE and NeutronRAE, which are designed as front line security devices to detect radiation sources and prevent dangerous materials from entering the country. These products provide life critical, real-time detection. Unlike GeigerMueller or He tube dosimeters, which provide a total exposure dose over a period of time, the GammaRAE and NeutronRAE are 20-50 times more sensitive and deliver instantaneous feedback to front line homeland defense personnel such as customs, border guards, coastal defence forces, and cargo port screeners. Both products are designed for rugged, realworld conditions and require no calibration for the life of the instrument. RAE Systems customers operate in such industries as safety and security, oil and gas, pharmaceuticals, utilities, food chemical, airlines, military and hazardous material storage and disposal, and our monitors are used in civilian and government atmospheric monitoring programs in over 40 countries.



For more information please contact:



RAE Systems 1339 Moffett Park Drive, Sunnyvale CA 94089, USA Tel: +1 877 723 2878 Fax: +1 408 752 0724 www.raesystems.com
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Storage Tank Protection Why Do We Need Fixed Foam Systems?



By Mike Willson



OIL-BASED PRODUCTS are increasingly being used as both a prime energy source and a basic feedstock for other petrochemical and pharmaceutical industries. This, coupled with the need to hold strategic stocks, means that very large quantities of these volatile products are stored in vertical bulk storage tanks. Tanks are found at numerous locations in the chain of distribution between the producing field, the refinery and petrochemical plants, loading jetties, distribution terminals, pipelines, downstream industries and the consumer products we all need, like heating, fuel for cars, plastics, paints, medicines and so on. ires in these tanks pose specific problems for both the professional fire fighter and the fire design engineer, which grow dramatically the longer the fires burn. Large quantities of flammable liquids are involved, which become increasingly difficult to control and extinguish the hotter they get. Clouds of noxious smoke are given off into the atmosphere and toxic liquids may escape into water courses and rivers during an incident. It is vitally important to control and extinguish such fires quickly and efficiently to minimise their environmental impact. Such swift action can also minimise the loss of these non-renewable energy resources, that help generate valuable foreign currency on international markets. Lets now look at how we should protect these valuable assets, to ensure we achieve effective fire protection and minimise the consequential losses in an incident.



F



FAST RESPONSE CRUCIAL The most reliable means of ensuring that a fire fighting attack can be commenced immediately after a fire has been detected, is by ensuring that the fire protection equipment is already in position, which means having a fixed foam system permanently installed in the hazardous area. This avoids answering lots of questions once the fire starts. Questions like: ● What are the required foam applica-



tion rates? ● What are the water supply requirements? ● What fire pump capacities will be



required and how can we achieve them? ● How much foam concentrate will be



needed? ● What delivery equipment do we have



to apply the foam – above the critical application rate?



● Can we get enough water pressure to



project the foam onto the tank? ● Which way is the wind blowing? ● Are there sufficient fire hoses in good



condition? ● What about cooling the other tanks?



WHY FIXED SYSTEMS? There is insufficient time to start calculating the logistical requirements to extinguish the fire once it starts, and valuable time can be wasted in setting up large monitors and all the supply hoses to feed them. Whereas for fixed foam systems the equipment is already connected and these questions are all answered during the design phase before an incident occurs, so the system is ready to go at the press of a switch to take a pre-determined course of action to achieve the desired fast control and extinction. Fixed foam systems take all the “guesswork” out of fighting a tank fire, and normally use lower application rates than over the top monitor systems in recognition that all the foam is delivered onto the fuel surface where it can combat the fire. In many ways fixed and semi-fixed systems are victims of their own success – regularly they operate and extinguish fires, while they are still small. There is no drama, no crisis, no adverse publicity because the foam system provides valuable cooling, seals the vapours, prevents INTERNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION www.ifpmag.com
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important to satisfy senior officials and insurance companies that the system will work if needed. 3 Implementation of a system maintenance programme with full system testing – at least annually. Reliability, ease of inspection and low maintenance will be important decisions in selecting the specific types of equipment to be used in the system.



TANK TYPES Storage tank protection accounts for approximately 70% of all fixed foam system installations. There are three types of bulk storage tank for hydrocarbons and polar solvents commonly found in service. In terms of popularity these are: (1) Fixed cone roof (2) Open top floating roof (3) Covered internal floating roof



Angus Fire’s HBPG Base injection system protecting hydrocarbon tanks re-ignition and quickly extinguishes the fire while it is still small and remains a “minor incident”. ● before it has had a chance to have a



large environmental impact ● before it has drawn any media atten-



tion ● before it has caused extensive damage



to on-line processes or surrounding plant ● before it has endangered personnel or incurred vast cost to bring under control. A fixed foam system can be your best friend, for each day it helps to minimise the environmental impact of accidents involving flammable liquid storage around the world. Reducing the risk to site personnel as well as the general public, reducing any legal liability and reducing the potential for media interest are all hidden benefits of fixed foam systems. At the same time they are working to minimise the disruption to other plant processes on site, minimise the cost of repair, minimise the product losses and importantly minimise the impact on neighbouring plants. To be able to provide efficient protection in this way, fixed foam systems require three things from the end user organisation:



1 Initial



commitment to invest in the installation of a professionally designed and engineered fixed foam system, using high quality components for reliability and long life. Cost cutting here can lead to inferior equipment or system design that will give problems later. 2 Run commissioning trials once installed, to prove the correct action is being taken by the system. This is very
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We also need to consider their surrounding bunds/dike areas. The selection of the most appropriate system will depend upon the construction of the tank and the fuel stored in that tank. For fixed cone roof tanks containing hydrocarbons, both base injection and top pouring systems are normally acceptable. However if the tank contains any polar solvents or water miscible fuels then top pourers are the normal choice. Furthermore polar solvents demand the use of specialised multi-purpose or alcohol resistant (AR type) foam concentrates like Niagara AR-FFFP or Tridol AR-AFFF.



BASE INJECTION The concept of base injection or sub surface foam injection only became feasible with the development of high quality fluoroprotein type foam concentrates like FP70, which have a high resistance to contamination by fuel and have good fluidity.Hence this is still the most popular, cost-effective and efficient foam for hydrocarbon tank protection. These fires are likely to be deep-seated and have been burning for longer than spill fires when the foam arrives. The finished foam must therefore have excellent burn back resistance and stability. Good FluoroProteins exhibit all of these characteristics. In operation base injection systems introduce a very low expansion foam at a pre-determined application rate at the base of the tank through a High Back Pressure Generator (HBPG) above the water level. The foam then rises through the fuel to form an extinguishing blanket at the surface, dragging cold fuel up with it to disperse and cool the hot fuel zone at the surface. It is important that the HBPG is capable of working against the head pressure of product in the tank as well as pressure losses in the supply pipework. The most effective units have twin pressure gauges to easily check that



the unit is working correctly and the back pressure does not exceed 40% of the foam solution inlet pressure. An integral non-return valve is also important to ensure there is sufficient energy to rupture the vacuum supported bursting disc as operation begins. Should line pressure fluctuate so that the unit stalls, the nonreturn valve prevents fuel from the tank spilling out of the generator air intake holes into the bunded area, which could cause a serious escalation of the fire. Advantages of base injection system are: ● Rapid response with the optimum use



of foam and water resources. ● The design application rate (minimum



●



● ●



●



●



4.1L/min/m2) of foam solution is achieved. Because the system components are located at ground level normally outside the bund area, they are less likely to be damaged in the event of fire or explosion. Base injection systems are simple to retro-fit, operate and maintain. Valved take-offs from existing product lines may be suitable as foam inlets, provided the entry velocity of the finished foam does not exceed the design rates.This can avoid tank de-commissioning during installation. 40% back pressure capability allows downstream pipes between the generator and tank to be reduced, which can greatly reduce the overall system installation cost. Rotational currents caused by the rising foam stream carry cold fuel to the burning surface which can aid extinction by dissipating the hot zone. Tests have shown that surface temperature can quickly be reduced by up to 100°C by this circulation effect.



All these factors make for a more flexible and cost-effective use of available resources.



TOP POURING SYSTEMS Top Pourer Sets or foam chambers deliver low expansion foam from above the fuel surface onto the tank shell to run down on to the surface, particularly important on polar solvent fuels. Suitable for use on fixed roof or covered floating roof tanks, top pouring systems are normally designed on the basis that the full surface represents the hazard area. Application rates recommended in international standards like NFPA11:2002, call for minimum application rates of 4.1L/min/m2 for hydrocarbon fuels and 6.5L/min/m2 or more depending on the polar solvent involved. The system components are therefore sized accordingly and will comprise a suitable foam concentrate induction device, a combined foam generator, pourer and vapour sealing mechanism in a single robust, low maintenance integral unit. The vapour sealing glass disc
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prevents flammable vapour escaping to atmosphere through the foam line, eliminating any consequent fire or explosion hazard. Modern top pouring sets are factory calibrated to give the precise flow and pressure requirements of the system design. A new orifice plate can be provided to adjust flows to meet any pipework routing changes during installation for optimum flexibility. This allows the design engineer to make the most costeffective use of the foam, water and pumping resources available on site. Top pouring systems are also suitable for the protection of polar solvents or alcohols when used in conjunction with a suitable natural based alcohol-resistant foam concentrate such as Niagara for minimal environmental impact. An integral design of deflector is important as it simplifies installation and ensures the foam is dispersed against the tank shell to minimise turbulent mixing and reducing the application velocity. This ensures less fuel pick-up and a more rapid spread across the fuel surface. Equally important is the unit’s ability to be tested without foam entering the storage tank, and without use of additional plates to block off the pourer which could then be forgotten and left inside after testing – which could disable the system in the event of fire! Top pouring system advantages/ disadvantage:



● Design application rates are achieved



with all foam reaching the fuel surface. ● Robust and simple to operate. ● Can be tested in situ. ● Top pouring equipment may be susceptible to damage in the event of an explosion, when the roof intentionally blows off to prevent rupturing the tank.



any way, vapour will collect which can be ignited by lightning or sparks produced either by friction or static electricity.



CONVENTIONAL RIMSEAL POURERS Rimseal pourers are fixed to the rim of the tank shell and should be designed to pour aspirated foam down the inside of



Alternative systems using Large Capacity Monitors will be discussed in the next issue.



OPEN TOP FLOATING ROOF TANKS These tanks have come into wide use all over the world because of the operational advantages they can offer over fixed roof tanks.They earn their keep by reducing costly evaporation losses and eliminating any vapour space above the fuel, hence reducing the fire risk. For many years it was believed these tanks were so safe that fires were unlikely to occur. Many subsequent fires including Milford Haven in the UK have shown this is not necessarily the case and as a result a fire protection system to protect the rimseal became in many cases a necessity. The main area of vulnerability to fire in these tanks is in the enclosed space at the seal between the floating roof itself and the tank shell. If the seal is damaged in



Effective design of Rimseal Foam Pourer crucial to minimise adverse effects of wind



C F I F LOATI N G R O O F TAN K PR OTE CTI O N
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the tank wall and into the seal area. To apply expanded foam effectively above the seal a foam dam must be fitted to the floating roof to prevent de-stabilisation from foam spreading across the roof. By containing the foam in this way sufficient depth should be achieved to flow laterally around the seal perimeter to the point where the seal may be damaged. To take account of the much smaller surface area of the risk the foam generating equipment is sized accordingly. Fabricated pipe sections produce foam of poor quality that is frequently carried from the tank wall by the wind, so a specially designed unit with known foam properties should be used like the market leading yellow triangular Rimseal Pourer Sets. An important consideration when selecting rimseal foam generating equipment is the ability to generate a coherent foam stream which will adhere to the tank shell and not be affected by wind – particularly important when the roof is low. The use of natural FP70 foam will assist this effect since it is more sticky than synthetic detergent based alternatives and will remain for longer as a protecting foam blanket in the seal area. In addition quick and easy installation with a special fixing kit allows quick and easy retro-fitting without the need for hot work or tank decommissioning when riser pipes are already in place. The best units are factory calibrated to meet the specific flow and pressure conditions of the system design for a quick and easy upgrade of poorly performing or corroded units at minimal cost. The other system widely used on such tanks during the 1970/80s was the BCF halon rimseal system. This was a fast acting technique to attack the fire early in its development, with sprinkler bulbs located in the rimseal area to detect a fire, connected to a central halon bottle for discharge. Early detection of most fires took place and a rapid short burst of halon was applied to the area. This proved to be effective on several occasions, however, the system did have numerous problems, including gas escaping the seal area, maintenance difficulties and the leakage of halon from the storage cylinders before they were required to operate. Due to its ozone depleting effects such halon systems are considered unacceptable for such applications. Clearly it has now become a matter of urgency to remove these halon systems and find a suitable replacement.



Storage tank fires in Crude Oil tanks can lead to violent boil-overs if control is not established early of the water taking foam with it from a micro-inductor and delivering it through special aspirating nozzles onto the fire. Using this technique detection is very rapid (10–15 seconds) and as a result, extinction of the fire is also very fast – typically under 20 seconds for a fully involved seal fire. The use of pressure switches on both nitrogen supply and foam discharge lines provides a signal to the alarm panel, alerting fire fighters to any change in status of the system. This provides reliable, effective and efficient replacement for these halon systems. In developing this better foam system, key considerations are: ● Any self-contained foam system must



●



●



●



OPTIONAL SELF-CONTAINED RIMSEAL SYSTEMS New developments in foam equipment technology have provided a better Floatafoam solution to replace these halon systems and supplement conventional Rimseal Pourers. Detection tubing is ruptured by heat from a fire, the drop in pressure automatically triggers discharge
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be capable of extinguishing three types of fire, a small hole in the seal material, large tear where the seal area is exposed and a shoe gap fire. A fire may go undetected for many hours, especially when the roof is at a low level in the tank, so a reliable detection system is essential. In the unlikely event that a system fails to extinguish a fire, the aspirated foam blanket must be delivered gently and control burnback for more than 15 minutes. The small hazard area requires a high foam application rate to ensure the fire is contained before any escalation occurs. Foam concentrate should be stored in a separate reservoir and capable of providing the required levels of heat resistance and fluidity in the seal area could only be achieved by using Alcoseal. The system needs to be free of electrical components, using nitrogen gas filled linear heat detection tubing in 40metre segments to avoid any electrical contacts/ignition risks on the roof.



COVERED FLOATING ROOF TANKS For covered floating roof tanks with light plastic or aluminium membranes, it is usual for the membrane to melt or sink in the event of a fire. Top pourer sets are again the preferred option, with the possibility of base injection dependent upon the floating roof construction. The danger with base injection on these tanks is that outlets can easily be blocked if the roof sinks or distorts. These tanks are generally viewed like Cone Roof Tanks above, for foam fire protection.



BUND/DIKE PROTECTION In the past most fire fighting professionals have seen bund fires as being of secondary importance, but views are now changing. Evidence from recent major fire incident reports suggest this is a serious high risk area and should be protected. Many of these fires have either started or seriously escalated within the bunded area surrounding the bulk storage tanks themselves. Some of the world’s largest fires have become so large and “Infamous” simply because there was no adequate system of bund protection – and it keeps happening!



STANDARDS Historically, the main foam system standard for the Oil industry NFPA 11 (National Fire Protection Association) in America provided no guidance on bund fires, offering only general guidelines for “supplementary protection” in storage tank bunded areas by using monitors and mobile AF120 foam units, which are very popular for spill fires in refineries and other industrial areas as it is so quick and easy to use. The latest revision NFPA 11:2002 now recommends low level foam discharge outlets (pourers) at 4.1Litres/ min/m2 over a 30 minute operating
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period for Class I hydrocarbon bunded areas (20 mins for Class II). The British Standard BS5306 Section 6.2:1989 was the first international standard to take bunded areas seriously as a hazardous area, and made specific recommendations of 4Litres/min/m2 for 15 minutes using Medium Expansion (MEX) Pourer Systems. The most common causes of serious bund incidents over the last 10 years have included leaking flanges, faulty valves, pump failures, electrical sparks, tank over-filling, blocked roof drains, pipeline ruptures, boilovers, lightening and of course spillage during maintenance work. Incident escalation in the bund often forces firefighters to retreat rapidly, the fire may destroy or damage hoses and portable equipment, severely limiting the capability for further attacks. Forceful application of foam with monitors and handlines can spread the fire more quickly by splashing burning fuel into new areas, rapidly escalating the incident. All these factors also increase the risk to site personnel by reducing their personal safety.



BUNDS: THE WAY FORWARD The latest advance in this area of protection has come from MEX Bund Pourers producing a free-flowing yet stable medium expansion foam blanket (typically 3555:1) which acts swiftly to attack the fire by quickly producing large volumes of



fluid yet bulky foam. Having a number of fixed MEX pouring outlets avoids the need for personnel to be close to, or inside, the bunded area and thereby increases the safety of firefighters at the incident. These MEX bund pourers also employ a gentle application technique. The rapid production of a vapour sealing foam blanket gently floated across the fuel surface minimises any mixing with the fuel, avoids splashing and escalation and maximises protection against reignition – especially where FP or FFFP foam is used. MEX foam also buries and cools pipework, flanges and valves, minimising the risk of rupture or further distortion thereby reducing fuel leakage rates. The free-flowing nature of the MEX foam gives fast knockdown, yet its cohesive nature is also very stable against wind, particularly when more sticky natural FluoroProtein based foams like FP70 are used. A further benefit is the optimum MEX production at very low inlet pressures, typically 1.5–3 bar.g. Consequently pumping capacities are minimised and cost-effective simple fixed inline inductors can easily be used. The pressure drop through the inductor venturi (which can result in poor performance for low expansion monitor equipment) can be a positive benefit in MEX systems, as a way of losing excess pressure. The effectiveness of MEX foam for bunds has been recognised in the British



Standard with a reduced 15 minute operating time. Significant savings can therefore be made in terms of foam stockholding, pumping capacities and water storage when MEX is being used. Angus Fire’s latest advance with their unique MEX bund pourers provides the most reliable and cost-effective solution to the bund protection problem.



CONCLUSIONS Fixed Foam Systems take the “guesswork” out of fighting storage tank fires and can provide swift, efficient fire protection to control the fire whilst still small and avoid escalation. Considerable importance should be given to ensuring that the very best performance is obtained from your fixed systems in terms of reliability and low maintenance. A good foam will not perform at its best through poor quality equipment, neither will poor quality foam produce the best performance from excellent equipment! You get what you pay for at the end of the day! It is also crucial to ensure that any foam system is regularly tested. It is adviseable to operate your foam systems and produce foam at least annually, to ensure they are in a state of readiness to help in your hour of need.
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C-TEC is pleased to announce the launch of its new LPCB approved CFP 2-8 zone conventional fire alarm panel. Now available ex-stock, its features include:• Four conventional sounder circuits. • Class change and alert inputs. • Auxiliary fault, reset, remote fire and auxiliary fire outputs. • Installer-friendly design. • Programmable delays. • Zone test mode. • Comprehensive fault diagnostic features. • Push button access code entry to access levels 2 and 3. • Attractive surface mountable plastic lid and enclosure. • Intuitive user-friendly interface. • Integral 1.5A switch-mode PSU. • Tested and approved to EN54 parts 2/4 by the LPCB.



Enquiries: www.c-tec.co.uk
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• • • • • • • •



REFLECTIVE BEAM TECHNOLOGY SINGLE END CABLING INTEGRAL ALIGNMENT AID 3mA CURRENT CONSUMPTION 5-50 METRE RANGE - FIRERAY 50R 50 - 100 METRE RANGE - FIRERAY 100R LISTED WITH ALL MAJOR APPROVAL BODIES ANALOGUE ADDRESSABLE VERSIONS AVAILABLE



PROJECTED BEAM TECHNOLOGY LOW LEVEL ELECTRONICS - EASY MAINTENANCE SIMPLE ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE COMPACT UNOBTRUSIVE HEADS LOW CURRENT CONSUMPTION 10 - 100 METRE RANGE LISTED WITH ALL MAJOR APPROVAL BODIES LOOP POWERED VERSIONS AVAILABLE



e-mail: [email protected]



website: www.ffeuk.com
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Automatic Fire Detection: the Ever Present Sentinel



By Terry Martiny Marketing Manager, BFPSA and FETA



ARGUABLY THE BEST DETECTOR of fire is the human. Not only do we have a number of senses that enable us to identify the presence of a fire but we have the capability to assess the situation and take the appropriate action, whether it be to activate a call point, shout ‘fire’ or summon the fire brigade. owever, there are relatively few buildings where humans are present 24/7, and even in those where they are, the size and complexity of the building often means that the human presence needs to be supplemented by some form of automatic system. Furthermore, humans sometimes respond in an unpredictable way, perhaps not in the most appropriate way to deal with the threat. The basic premise of an automatic fire detection (AFD) system is based very much on the human response outlined above i.e. firstly detect the fire, then process the information and finally generate an action.



H



FROM HUMBLE BEGINNINGS The first automatic systems were fairly simple, with a heat detector (probably a bi-metal strip) linked to a control panel with an input which triggered a relay to generate a response from a ringing bell. Technology has moved fire protection a



long way from these relatively humble ‘electric’ beginnings. Control units are now microprocessor based, with greater processing power than the computers that controlled the Apollo 11 moon landing. Response has moved on from bells and buckets of sand to cellular communications to an Alarm Receiving Centre (ARC), and audible alarms based on voice messages which remove some of the ambiguity and confusion created by the plethora of alarms now in existence. Automatic extinguishing systems are also a popular option. The banning of Halon, one of the most widely employed extinguishants in automatic extinguishing systems, has ensured that research into alternatives remains a significant area of development for the fire protection industry. Under European Directive EC 2037/2000, all owners of Halon systems and equipment are required to decommission by 31 December, 2003 – hence the focus on alternatives which can take their place.



CURRENT TECHNOLOGY There are now a wide range of detection methods available, each employing its own technology to discriminate and, in some cases, assess the type and extent of the fire risk. The main technologies are:



Heat Sensors: Either set to trigger at a preset temperature or measure the rate of rise of temperature. Theses detectors are simple and reliable but the fire could well have taken hold before the required activating temperature is reached.



Optical Smoke Detector: A smoke detector normally incorporating an infra red light source and a receiver which is usually arranged to detect light scattered by smoke.



Ionisation Smoke Detector: A smoke detector incorporating a small radioactive source, usually Americium, which ionises air within a sensing chamber causing a small current to flow. When smoke is present the current flow is reduced and this change is detected. INTERNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION www.ifpmag.com
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Automatic Fire Detection: the Ever Present Sentinel



Multiple Sensors:



RISK ASSESSMENT



This type of detector employs two or more technologies to sense the presence of fire e.g. optical smoke and heat. They are particularly useful in environments that are prone to unwanted activation and can often be configured to perform in various ways.



Which type of technology is employed is dictated by the nature of the threat and this is where ‘risk assessment’ comes in. In the UK the risk assessment route has effectively been in place since the introduction of the Fire Precautions (Workplace) Regulations and is very likely to remain the basic foundation on which the new Regulatory Reform Fire Safety Order is built. The new Order is expected to be brought into force in Summer 2004 and will apply to all places in England and Wales to which the public has access. This approach has brought concerns within the fire protection industry that a new breed of fire safety ‘expert’ has evolved, with no qualifications whatsoever, undertaking risk assessments and making major decisions about the safety of people and the protection of properties. This has led to some rather illogical decisions which brought John Worboys, Chairman of the Fire Extinguishing Trades Association (FETA) to comment at the association’s 2003 AGM – “Some of the more perverse outcomes of those ‘experts’ has been to rule that elderly



Linear Heat Detector: A heat detector, normally in the form of an electrically conducting cable or a fibre optic cable that responds to a change of temperature in the vicinity of the cable. Detector technology is not standing still. There are ongoing developments in the above, as well as new approaches such as:



High Sensitivity Smoke Detector:



CO Fire Detectors:



A smoke detector with a much higher sensitivity than that specified for point smoke detectors (usually EN54-7) and normally incorporating special facilities for avoiding false alarms resulting from the high sensitivity. These detectors are normally associated with the protection of special risks or are incorporated into air sampling systems where any smoke would be diluted by clean air.



This type of detector senses the presence of carbon monoxide using an electrochemical cell. Unlike smoke, carbon monoxide is an invisible and odourless gas which cannot be detected by human beings. When present in the atmosphere in sufficient quantities, carbon monoxide can seriously impair the ability of people to react in a fire situation and can eventually lead to their death.



meet the



network of tomor r t



The ID2net (Intelligent Digital Delivery Network) from NOTIFIER.



A quantum leap in fire panel networking technology, it has been developed to exceed international requirements and to set new industry standards in the areas of speed, reliability, robustness and flexibility.



No Smoke, No Mirrors… Just Technology
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persons’ homes require no fire fighting equipment, and that huge comprehensive schools only require one fire extinguisher per floor. Let me tell you right now this is bunkum. It is the thinking of the naive and ill informed.” There is also a strong feeling that many employers are woefully unaware of their responsibilities under the Workplace Regulations which brought Derek Harrington, Chairman of the British Fire Protection Systems Association (BFPSA) to call for a commitment from the UK government to a concerted and well funded publicity campaign to promote the new Fire Safety Order – “It is . . . imperative that the new fire safety regime is effectively publicised – unlike the Workplace Regulations that was introduced in 1997 like a damp squib – and that the right communications strategy is put in place.” REDUCING FALSE ALARMS As automatic fire detection systems have increased as a means of protecting life and property from fire, so has the focus on the problem of ‘unwanted’ or ‘false’ alarms. The success of AFD’s in



saving life and limiting property damage is well documented but, despite improved standards, technological advances and improved reliability, one of the downsides to their increased use has been a continuing rise in the number of these false alarms. Organisations such as the BFPSA are trying very hard to address this issue and reduce the waste of fire brigade resources with initiatives such as the campaign to reduce false/unwanted fire alarms in which the association is working with the Chief and Assistant Chief Fire Officers Association (CACFOA) and the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister. Research has shown that an estimated 80 percent of the total false alarms which are classified by brigades as “due to apparatus” were attributable to less than 10 percent of systems. The main focus of this campaign has been to focus on these so called ‘rogue’ systems and the results of the campaign are proving encouraging.



the rise of automatic fire detection systems, in their various guises, as an essential weapon in the constant fight against fire. If the risk assessment based approach is to be successful, employers must be made very aware of their responsibilities in order that a building and its occupants have a fire detection system that is suited to the risk. The UK already has an enviable reputation as a leading exponent in fire detection technology: the new Fire Safety Order provides an ideal opportunity to take that expertise even further.



OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS The fire protection industry needs to continue to focus on reducing false alarms but this does not detract from
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High-Rise Secu By Rebecca Jew Sako & Associates, Inc., Fairfax, VA USA Picture courtesy of RJA/Sako & Associates, Inc.



WHEN ONE THINKS of high rise buildings, images of majestic skyscrapers silhouetting a cityscape comes to mind. Massive structures of metal, concrete, and glass combined forming works of art that are also functional. From a practical standpoint, architectural standards categorize a building as a high-rise when it is seventy-five feet above fire access level. Typically, this means an eight-story building. Although this does not conjure up glamorous images, the definition gives us a basic starting point to discuss the unique challenges of securing a high-rise building.



H



istorically, security has not been considered an ally to some building components. One example is life safety. In a rudimentary way, security and life safety are at opposing ends of the access spectrum. Security is meant to restrict access, and life safety needs open access, both for egress and emergency response ingress. Architectural aesthetics is another example. Architects have long been concerned that security equipment would detract from a building’s visual appeal. Today, security has evolved into an integral part of a building. A wellplanned security program is considered an enhancement to a building and a benefit to its tenants. There are four critical elements for developing a security strategy for a multi-tenant high rise building; planning, addressing key areas, incorporating inherent building features and response.



PLANNING Just as developing an emergency action plan is part of the design process, developing a security plan is an integral part of the same process. There are many similarities between both disciplines. These similarities offer the opportunity for understanding the overall programming concept:
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Objectives. Lowering the potential for loss in terms of people and property if an event occurs. Programming. There are three basic parts of a security program. All three parts work together to form a cohesive program to achieve the overall objective.



1 Policies and procedures 2 Equipment 3 People Define Vulnerabilities. Planning involves defining: 1 What? Define the assets to be protected 2 Why? Describe the reason(s) the assets are a risk 3 How? Describe the measures that will be used to accomplish the goals 4 Where? Define locations that the measures will be applied 5 When? Define potential operating hours for various security measures 6 Who? Define potential staffing requirements to maintain and operate the security equipment as well as providing the proper response.



The answers to these questions in the early stages of a building’s design afford the maximum benefit at a lower cost, than if they are addressed at later stages. By designing security into the basic infrastructure of a building, the security program can work with the building, taking advantage of various design features inherent to the building. Oftentimes, when security is added as an afterthought, implementing it becomes like fitting a square peg in a round hole. A significant amount of effort is made to make it fit – and even then; it does not fit quite right. A threat assessment may be performed even if the building has not yet been designed or constructed. A threat assessment involves identifying and factoring in key items such as adjacent businesses, local landmarks, and threats to specific tenant bases. It also identifies resources and threats in the community by gathering local statistics on issues such as crime, transportation availability, utility infrastructure, and emergency response. Apply the information in the threat assessment when designing comprehensive security program. Preventive, Not Reactive. Lessons learned after the fact, while important, can be expensive in loss of life, property and pubic perception. Use security as a preventive tool, maintain and evaluate its effectiveness periodically. It is much easier to maintain an established, routine pattern of behavior than to introduce new practices as a result of an incident. Defining Spatial Functions: In most multi tenant buildings, spaces can be defined as Public, Semi-Public and
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curity Issues Private. Defining the functions assists in defining the security applications for particular areas. Most property management firms consider security within a tenant’s private suite to be out of their scope, an issue for the individual tenant’s concern. Their security focus is on the public and semi-public areas. 1 Public: Areas openly available to public access such as sidewalks, elevator vestibules and lobbies. If access to an area is not controlled, the area is considered public, such as an open garage or restrooms. 2 Semi-public: Areas that tenants and their visitors have access to, but are not necessarily accessible to the general public. They can also be shared tenant spaces such as a loading dock or controlled elevator vestibules and restrooms. An area can have both public and semi-public functions depending on the hours of operation. 3 Private: Typically, these are the tenants’ suites or office spaces. Mechanical rooms and telephone rooms, which generally require a key to gain access, are also considered private.



Scalability: In multi tenant buildings, there is a potential for diversity in the tenant population. Additional factors contributing to potential losses range from business function to hours of operation to visitors and clients. Even if a building has defined field for their tenant base such as “Financial Services” or “Legal Offices”, an infinite number of specialties could be located within the suites of the building. Threats to such a wide range of tenants vary greatly – security scalability is crucial.



KEY AREAS Lobbies. Design elements in the main public lobby offer opportunities for security that are both flexible and scaleable. Properly planned lobbies provide options for various security configurations that are adaptable as threat levels change and as the tenant base changes. Design the lobby large enough to create a screening area. The screening area may not be used initially, but having adequate space will allow future implementation, if needed. Ideally, a screening area would guide tenants and



visitors to separate entrances. This would allow the tenants easier access and a smother flow of pedestrian traffic. Allow enough room for equipment to screen both people and packages. Adequate signage providing direction and instruction is key. Provide power and data lines, these can be disabled and then activated for future use. Equipment such as optical turnstiles and camera systems are excellent tools for lobby control. Optical turnstiles provide screening while allowing a maximum flow of pedestrian traffic. Camera systems extend the view of guard services, while recorded images provide back up data if an event occurs. Loading Dock. The loading dock area is especially susceptible to potential security threats. While the space is semipublic, most loading docks are located in remote areas of the building, away from the general population. Many vendors and delivery services require access to the area and, usually, it is not economically feasible to staff it during all business hours. Also, it is usually not possible to identify the contents in packages and the packages are not screened. Ideally, locate the loading dock in an area where it can be observed from a staffed location such as the building management office. Loading docks can be located near a designated smoking area, giving it the feeling of being observed. Similar to lobbies, allow adequate space for equipment to screen packages, if needed. If possible, keep the loading dock locked at all times. An intercom can provide communications for persons requesting entrance. Building staff would respond to the request and open the dock. Use signage limiting delivery hours to restrict staff’s need to be on call. If the building elects to use a remote release function, provide a camera and monitor to identify the person requesting entrance, or use an intercom with an integrated camera. Developing policies and procedures regarding specific routines at the loading dock allow more control. Including a compliance form to the policies and procedures in the lease agreement promotes cooperation from the tenants. Mechanical Systems. Modern high-rise buildings are smart buildings. It is



Picture courtesy of RJA/Sako & Associates, Inc.



understood that although there are many individual systems supporting the building functions, they all work together creating a healthy, safe, energy efficient, environment for the tenants. Security for these systems can enhance their operations by “Lowering the potential for loss in terms of people and property if an event occurs”. Current security industry practices recommend that the location of the intakes of HVAC systems be mounted in a location that is less accessible to persons attempting to introduce a chemical or biological weapon into the building. Minimally, the intakes should be mounted about 10 feet above the ground, and ideally they would be above the third floor level.
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High-Rise Security Issues



Picture courtesy of RJA/Sako & Associates, Inc.



Parking Garages. Ideally, to minimize or avoid the impact of an explosive being delivered by an unscreened vehicle, locate the parking area outside of the footprint of the building. If space limitations only allow for a parking garage under the building, limit the vehicles allowed to park under the structure to known people and tenants only. Designate separate areas for visitor parking and tenant parking. Use card access to allow tenants to enter the parking garage and CCTV surveillance of the entry and exit to record the vehicles entering and leaving. If it is necessary to allow visitors to park in an underground parking, staff the parking garage with an attendant to provide additional surveillance while assisting
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tenants and visitors with parking needs. Direct oversize vehicles and visitors to another designated area. Vertical Transportation. Elevators and stairwells provide inter floor transportation. During regular business hours, elevators and stairwells are usually considered public. They are open and unlocked allowing for unimpeded travel between floors. Unlocked and open stairwells provide an easy escape or a hiding place for criminals. Ideally, access to floors during non business hours should be restricted. If possible, provide separate stairwells for emergency egress and inner floor transportation.



SOFTER SIDE OF SECURITY Several years ago, a major retail chain known for their appliances and hardware, launched an advertising campaign about their “Softer Side”. It highlighted other merchandise not commonly associated with the chain’s image. In the past, security has earned an image as a hardened, sometimes oppressive, entity often conflicting with a building’s architectural integrity and day-to-day functions. Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) is based on the idea that the proper design and effective use of the built environment can lead to a reduction in the incidence and fear of crime, and an improvement in the quality of life. In other words, if a site is laid out well, the likelihood of it being targeted for a crime may be reduced. Crime Prevention is defined as the anticipation, recognition and appraisal of a crime risk and the initiation of some action to remove or reduce it. CPTED takes crime prevention one step further by studying the site design and working with the development community and public development agencies in an attempt to create safer designs in new and existing developments. CPTED is comprised of four basic guidelines: 1 Natural Access Control: Uses architectural elements to clearly define public, semi-public and private spaces. Other key elements such are used such as lighting, landscaping, paving, and/or signage to guide vehicular and pedestrian traffic to specific entrances. Limiting the number of entrances reduce the number of public access points which are watched by guards, receptionists, nearby tenants, or passing traffic. 2 Natural Surveillance: Allows clear lines of sight to minimize blind spots and enhance observation. The primary
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focus is directed towards providing easy observation of intruders. The use of interior and exterior lighting and proper landscape maintenance improves the effectiveness of natural surveillance. Keep shrubbery under three feet in height for visibility. Prune the lower branches of trees to at least seven feet off the ground. Do not obstruct views from windows. 3 Territorial Reinforcement: Maintaining a clear definition of public, semipublic and private spaces help develop a sense of territorial control and discourage potential offenders. Define perimeters with landscaping such as berms or fencing. While beneficial in defining borders, the perimeter fences should not hinder natural surveillance. Their design should be open and maintain visibility from the street. Using a reception or information desk will define the transition into more controlled areas. Signage also reinforces the spatial identity. 4 Target Hardening: Uses architectural features to prohibit entry or access. Good quality door hardware, locks, deadbolts and window film are elements of target hardening. Install door hinges on the inside of the door, or use tamper-proof hinges. Routine maintenance and timely replacement of damaged hardware minimize weaknesses in an otherwise good design.



RESPONSE In the event that an incident occurs, written procedures provide the framework for proper response. Procedures range for daily duties to post orders outlining specific steps and responsibilities for a given incident. Document and clarify the what, why, how, where, when and who, as discovered during the planning stage. For each situation, include an incident response procedure, a process in which to document the incident, a chain of command, and instructions defining actions if an incident escalates. Provide the tools, communications and personnel to implement the response. There are several options for providing response personnel. Some of the more typical methods are: Alarm Monitoring Service. An off-site third party alarm monitoring service monitors alarm. If possible; select a service provider that also monitors the building’s life safety system. Monitoring service can be provided on a 24-hour/ 7 day schedule or just during non business hours. Typically, the monitoring service contract is renewed on an annual basis. Contract Guard Service or Proprietary Guard Service. Guard posts can be established for key locations at a building.



Guards can either be from a contract guard service or employed directly by the building management. If additional duties are to be performed, clearly define them and their priority. Additional duties may include: ■ Patrols: Patrolling the parking lot, and/or building ■ Receiving: Responding to access requests for the loading dock ■ Visitor Sign in: Checking in visitors in the main lobby ■ Escort: Providing escort service to the parking area for tenants during hours of darkness ■ Screening: Screening packages and visitors ■ Rover: Physically responding to incidents Local Law Enforcement. In some jurisdictions, local law enforcement agencies are available to respond to incidents. False alarms may incur a fine.



CONCLUSION Measuring the success of a security program is difficult. Common sense says that if zero incidents occur, then the program must be successful. Don’t accept the incorrect conclusion, that when nothing happens, a program can be considered unnecessary. Admittedly it is difficult to measure, nevertheless prevention is the key objective. While securing a high rise building has many challenges, it is often a necessity in today’s world. Incorporating a comprehensive security program by careful planning and preparation is an ideal means for a building manager to take advantage of a security system’s ability to improve the services a building has to offer. Using other building systems such as lighting and landscaping; a healthy, safe, energy efficient, environment for the tenants can be created. Prompt, reliable and proper response is a necessary part of the security program. Security has become an integral part of a building, enhancing its functions, features, marketability and overall quality of life. Ms. Rebecca Jew is a security consultant with the Washington, DC area office of Sako & Associates, Inc. (SAKO). With over fifteen years of security consulting and corporate security management experience, Ms. Jew has created operational security programs and designed technical security systems for clients around the world. To learn more about Sako & Associates, visit their website at www.sakosecurity.com. Enquiries: www.jonesco-plastics.com INTERNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION www.ifpmag.com
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Design and Installati for Water Based Sup By Jim Beals, P.E., Operations Manager, Fire Protection Management, Inc. Fairfax, VA USA CONSIDER THAT YOU are a design professional and for one reason or another you have decided to install a fire protection sprinkler system in your latest project. The factors that have gone into your decision to put up with the horrors of having to install one more mechanical system into your already congested project are many. he most common is of course that the model building code in effect for your project mandates the installation of the fire protection sprinkler system. After all, except for some high end single family home builders which offer residential sprinkler systems as an option, usually the decision to install these suppression systems has been taken out of your hands and mandated by the building code. This is usually as a result of the type of building you would like to build, or its height or occupancy, or due to any number of construction variables and combinations. The point is that you must install fire protection sprinklers throughout your project. This article is to briefly discuss some of the pitfalls and misconceptions that I have seen in my professional career. Let me point out that I started out in the fire protection profession working in the sprinkler system contracting branch of the field. I was lucky enough (not



T



that I thought so the time) to work for an employer who believed that his newly hired, fresh out of school engineer and project manager should spend enough quality time in the fabrication shop and in the field to better understand the problems associated with getting a system installed and operational no matter how good or bad the sales and design department did their job. I came to learn the things to look for in solicitation documents that would present themselves later as opportunities to request and justify change orders. For example, I learned the most efficient way to space sprinklers in a speculative office building, while complying with the letter of the contractual design requirements, so that there would be more sprinkler heads to add or relocate during the tenant development phase. I was doing my job, and causing sprinkler systems to be installed to protect life and property to the best of my abilities. I was also doing the best I could to make money for my employers.



Through one method or another, design and construction documents detailing the system requirements have to be created and incorporated into the solicitation package. 62
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I have since joined the world of consulting engineering. I am on the “other side of the table” now and try to use my experience to prevent the vagaries of design and miscommunication which lead to change orders and additional expense. For our hypothetical project, I must assume that you have taken advantage of all of the building code trade offs available to you in a fully sprinklered building. It is a long list and I am sure that you have considered them all. Let us now look at the most common path of getting from the initial requirement to install sprinklers to the final fully functional fire protection sprinkler system. Through one method or another, design and construction documents detailing the system requirements have to be created and incorporated into the solicitation package. The design professional is serving at least two masters however. He or she is working to create a design package which will meet or exceed the legal requirements of the building code and which will usually result in a permit for construction. In other words, he or she is trying to put enough information on the design documents to make the building official happy. He or she is also trying to create a document that clearly defines the desires of the client while staying within the scope of work for the project, and at the same time clearly and accurately providing the appropriate information to the contractors who will be bidding on the project. The result may just be a performance based specification requiring compliance with the appropriate design standards. Or it may be a complete design drawing and specification package which shows everything with a high level of detail and clarity. There are dangers to the design professional no matter what level of detail is finally provided. Only require “compliance with the Building Code and the requirements of NFPA 13 (National Fire Protection Association Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems)” and the contractor will have a field day
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tion Considerations uppression Systems showing you just how much leeway that gives him to put in the most profitable system he can. Go all the way to the other end of the spectrum and create a highly detailed drawing and specification package and learn how getting exactly what you asked for may not be a good thing. Usually the highly detailed design packages create a situation where the design professional intends to say one thing and the contractor actually hears, and sells you another. For example, have you ever seen a design package that requires the installation of semi-recessed sprinklers in one area and fully recessed sprinklers in another? This usually becomes a major money maker for the contractor. Doesn’t seem like it though, does it? Let me give you a clue here by letting you know a big secret in the sprinkler contracting world. Write this down, it will save you money: There is no such thing as a semi-recessed sprinkler head. For some reason, design professionals, both engineers and architects, have come to use the term “fully recessed” when they want the concealed style of sprinkler head with a circular cover plate. They use “semi-recessed” when they want the sprinkler head to be exposed but partially recessed into the ceiling. The terms they should actually use are “concealed” and “recessed” sprinklers respectively. When a contractor sees the requirement for semi-recessed sprinkler heads in certain areas and fully recessed in others, he usually knows what was really intended. But do you actually get that? No. What you get is recessed sprinklers everywhere, in compliance with the contract documents because there is no such thing as a semi-recessed sprinkler head, and a hefty change order to install concealed heads where you want them. This is not as expensive when you catch it prior to installation, but it will still cost you some extra money. I have also seen design documents which were intended to require the installation of sway or earthquake bracing independent of the probability of actually suffering earthquake damage. The design professional, with all good



In order for a contractor to design and install his sprinkler system piping to be able to locate the sprinkler in the center of tile is rather complex. intentions, requires “earthquake bracing in accordance with NFPA 13”. Think about it, unless the project is in an area with a moderate to high probability of earthquakes, does this statement actually require earthquake bracing? The answer is no. The best way to actually require earthquake bracing in this case is to state “Earthquake bracing shall be provided. Design of earthquake bracing (components, location and installation) shall be in accordance with NFPA 13”. There is a big difference between these two qualifications. Another example of getting what you asked for and having it cost you is the oft used requirement for locating the sprinkler heads in the “center of tile”. Most design professionals do not realize that this little requirement will significantly add to the final cost of the sprinkler system. In this case, “significantly” means increasing the cost of the



sprinkler system by 30%-40% or more. It is very attractive to an architect to tell his client that “fully recessed sprinklers will be used in all areas with finished ceilings, and they will be located in the center of acoustical ceiling tiles” We’ve already discussed that he should be asking for concealed sprinklers, but what about the center of tile issue? In order for a contractor to design and install his sprinkler system piping to be able to locate the sprinkler in the center of tile is rather complex. First, the design and installation must take great pains to locate the sprinkler branch line piping so as to actually miss the center line axis of the acoustical ceiling tile by at least six inches. Take into consideration that the sprinkler system piping will probably be installed a long time prior to the installation of the ceiling grid. He will be utilizing the reflected ceiling plans for coordination. If all goes as
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sprinkler head styles, there planned, this gives him are several additional issues enough room to be able to to be aware of with respect install a swing joint (comto sprinkler head selection. monly referred to as a NFPA 13 goes to great “goose neck”) consisting of lengths to define the spacat least two 90-degree ing criteria for standard elbows and pipe nipples cut coverage sprinkler heads. to the exact length required Within the past 5 years or to put the sprinkler in the so the sprinkler manufaccenter of the tile. turing industry has develTherefore, he is using oped more and more special much more material and application and extended labor as compared to simply coverage sprinklers. NFPA roughing in the sprinkler 14ft square room with one sprinkler 14ft square room with four sprinkler 13 recognizes this by piping so as to miss the head not centre of tile heads in centre of tile allowing the use of nonceiling grids and fixtures. standard sprinklers as long And don’t forget that it will as they are installed in end up being a more highly accordance with their listing by an skilled sprinkler fitter doing the final aesthetics and other issues just underapproved testing agency. sprinkler installation with the labor rates stand that you must accept higher final As an example, there are sprinkler adjusted accordingly. costs. heads now on the market, listed and Also, requiring center of tile sprinkler Pipe and fitting materials selection is approved for use in automatic fire proinstallation tends to increase the physione area that is usually safe to give tection sprinkler systems, which allow cal quantity of sprinklers required to some discretion to the contractor. The for sprinkler spacing up to 20-feet on protect a given space. For example, take requirements of NFPA 13 with respect center in both directions. This is a huge an office with inside wall to inside wall to selection and utilization of pipe and increase compared to standard coverage dimensions of 14-feet in both direcfittings are very thorough. The materials maximum allowable spacing of 15-feet tions. The ceiling consists of 2-foot by all must comply with various national on center in both directions in a light 2-foot acoustical ceiling tiles with a 1fabrication and testing standards which hazard application. Visualize an 18-foot foot wide border along all four walls. have been qualified over the years. In square room. Four sprinklers would be Using standard coverage sprinklers, certain instances a design professional required if of the standard coverage which allow spacing up to 7-feet 6or his client will require, or conversely style. Adequate coverage for the same inches off of any wall, a single sprinkler prohibit, a particular piping material or room can be provided with one extendcan be located near the center of the style of fitting. Some materials are much ed coverage sprinkler head. room and not come within 6-inches of more expensive than others, galvanized As a rule of thumb, in light hazard the ceiling grid while providing adepipe for example. Accordingly, the occupancies (normal business occupanquate sprinkler coverage. design professional must know the cies for example), the fewer the quantity Take that same configuration howfinancial impact of the effect of his of sprinklers the lower the overall cost. ever and require that sprinklers in tile material specifications. These are just a few of the areas in ceilings be located in the center of Usually the document package will which I have seen the creation of gray tile. Four sprinklers would now be require that black steel pipe will be areas in design and construction docurequired as he can’t locate a sprinkler required in either a schedule 10 (thinments which have led to confusion and near the center of the room while staywall) or schedule 40 (standard wall) waste. Creating a tight and comprehening in the center of tile without exceedthickness. Fittings are usually screwed sive design document is almost always ing 7-feet 6-inches off of at least two cast iron or mechanical grooved styles. the best way of getting a good job of the walls. See the illustration below. This is all considered to be industry installed within budget. The design proMore sprinklers means higher flow standard. Copper pipe with brazed or fessional must become knowledgeable in rates in the hydraulic calculations used soldered fittings are sometimes specified the correct terminology and techniques of to size the pipe. Higher flow rates or utilized as well as CPVC plastic pipe. fire protection sprinkler systems and the means larger pipe and material and The design professional should deterclient must understand that sometimes it installation costs. So please don’t arbimine if he the project has any special takes a little more money upfront to save trarily automatically require center of needs which will require asking any para lot of money in the end. tile. Granted that there are times where ticular material. this requirement is justified based upon Other than the previous discourse on



There are sprinkler heads now on the market, listed and approved for use in automatic fire protection sprinkler systems, which allow for sprinkler spacing up to 20-feet on center in both directions. 64
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Mr. Jim Beals is Operations Manager for the Washington, DC area office of Fire Protection Management, Inc. (FPM). With over twenty years of fire protection experience, Mr. Beals has designed and managed the installation, inspection and testing of fire suppression systems for all types of occupancies. FPM is a subsidiary of The RJA Group, global fire & security consultants, and provides construction management services for clients fire protection and life safety systems. To learn more about FPM visit their website at www.fireprotectionmanagement.com.
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Breakthrough



Reliable's New MBEC-14 HSW A Specially Engineered Fire Sprinkler For Pre-Engineered Metal Buildings: • Manufacturing Facilities • Retail Centers • Community Centers • Automobile Plants • Transportation Facilities • Horse Stables



Features • Designed to be installed on piping that is supported by the primary roof beams and not the purlins. • For NFPA-13 Occupancies from Ordinary Hazard through Extra Hazard. • Extended Coverage up to 175 square feet even for extra hazard occupancies. • Lower installation costs by installing 2 sprinkler lines simultaneously • K-14 requires lower water pressures. • The buildings that will be protected by the new sprinkler are: - Z purlins up to 10” in size - Buildings from 22’ to 32’ in height - Bay sizes up to 25’ in width • Minimizes the need for seismic bracing on line piping. • Minimizes the conflict with lighting or other obstructions in the middle of the bays. • cULus Listed and



FM Approved.



• Refer to Technical Bulletin 169. • Patent Pending



The Reliable Automatic Sprinkler Co., Inc. Manufacturer & Distributor of Fire Protection Equipment Tel: 011.441.372.728899 [email protected] www.reliablesprinkler.com Enquiries: [email protected]
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Enquiries: www.kxfire.com
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Product Update



●



Product Update



AN APOLOGY Within Issue 14 May edition of IFP, we inadvertently printed the wrong photograph with the Vision Fire & Security press release on page 78. We would like to take this opportunity to apologise to Vision Fire & Security for any inconvenience this matter caused. We are happy to be able to reprint the information below with the correct image. VESDA has become synonymous with high-performance aspirating smoke detection, while Vision Fire & Security – manufacturer of VESDA – is established as a market leader for its expertise in very early smoke detection. There are now numerous products within the VESDA portfolio, all of which are designed to provide active detection in a wide range of environments. Newest to the range is VESDA Exd, specifically designed for hazardous areas. Vision Fire & Security is a member of the Vision Systems Group, which was launched in Australia in 1984 and now has annual growth rates exceeding 35 per cent. For more information please contact: Zsuzsanna Csuthi/Samantha Verrall Vision Fire & Security, Vision House, Focus 31, Mark Road, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire HP2 3BW Tel: +44(0)1442 242 330 Fax: +44(0)1442 249 327 Website: www.vesda.com



SOPHISTICATED FLOATING ROOF TANK PROTECTION Floating roof storage tanks have come into wide use all over the world in the past 4 decades for storage of crude oil and refined hydrocarbon products. The construction of these tanks has improved during the years as well as the construction of the seals between the floating roof and the tank wall. The application of primary and secondary seals is a common thing nowadays as these double seals reduce evaporation losses dramatically, however many conventional seals are still in use. The manner of dealing with fire detection and protection of floating roof tanks is a challenging job because of the different seal designs, single or double, with or without weather shield, all in different shapes and sizes. The modern seal designs are very sophisticated and require a different approach compared to the “old” ones, specially with regard to the type of damage that can be expected in case of a failure of a seal due to unforeseen mechanical impact or due to a direct hit by a lightning strike. This means that the traditional ways of fire fighting are not always efficient for the achievement of a rapid extinguishment. While fires around the well known old primary seal constructions were mainly located at low level above or lower than the top of the floating roof pontoon, the area of a fire on a modern seal is at a much higher level; often around the top of the secondary seal. Although low expansion foam is very secure for the extinguishment of a rim seal fire, it takes a lot of time and a lot of foam after start of the release of the foam in order to fill the area between the foam dam and the tank wall up to the level of the top of the secondary seal. For this reason it is obvious that the application of a three dimensional acting fire extinguishing agent, applied to a fire within a short time after the start of the fire, is a very efficient way of fire fighting. There is no chance of reignition because the time between the start of the fire and the extinguishment is too short for heating up materials above the flash point of the stored hydrocarbon. The use of a gaseous fire extinguishing agent is not new; many floating roof tanks have been equipped with the self-contained Halon 1211 fire protection system in the past 35 years.
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This Halon 1211 system has proven its efficiency during the years by many successful extinguishments of rim seal fires. Due to the fire fighting principle of “anticatalytic” reaction of the Halon in the flame area, a fire was rapidly extinguished. The combination of a gaseous streaming agent with a high specific weight and a proper distribution in the relative fire area gave a high degree of reliability even under severe meteorological conditions. Halon 1211 however is an ozone depleting substance and is banned as a result of the Montreal Protocol. This means that this excellent chemical extinguishing agent is no longer available. Mainly all the known Halon alternative agents are not suitable for this specific application. The majority of these alternatives is developed for total flooding applications (room protection) and only a few are applied as a streaming agent. Since a couple of years a particular chemical agent iodofluoromethane (CF3I) is commercially available as a streaming agent. This agent is very promising in the aircraft industry as a fire extinguishing agent for engine nacelles. Contrary to the other streaming agents this CF3I is the only agent acting in the same way as the Halon 1211 with the “anticatalytic” fire fighting principle and a similar high density gaseous phase. This agent is environmentally friendly and listed by the U.S.A. Environmental Protection Agency. The Ozone Depletion Potential is 


For more information please contact:



Saval B.V. Tel: +31 76 5487000



SMOKE DETECTOR BRINGS ALARM CONTROL WITHIN EASY REACH FFE has launched a new version of its singleunit beam smoke detector, Fireray Reflective, which makes routine testing simpler and faster. An optional low-level controller allows authorised personnel to carry out alarm tests from a convenient location, without the lengthy and potentially expensive process of accessing detectors installed at height. Correct alarm function can be checked using a simple key switch on the controller. Also featured is a serial port which allows the detector’s output signal to be checked using a laptop computer. Long-term diagnostic checking is possible if a datalogger is used. Designed to protect buildings with high ceilings and open spaces, Fireray Reflective combines an infrared transmitter and receiver in a single unit. An infrared beam is projected onto a small, high-precision prismatic reflector mounted on the opposite wall. The reflector returns the beam to the transmitter/receiver unit, where the signal is analysed for smoke presence. In suitable buildings, this “all-in-one” design can achieve significant cable savings over detectors which use separate transmitters and receivers. Two versions of the detector are available to cover distances up to 50 m and 100 m. Correct installation is ensured by a simple alignment aid: coloured flashing LEDs indicate when the detector is precisely aligned with the reflector for optimum signal strength. Automatic drift compensation prevents unwanted alarms caused by a gradual build-up of dust on the detector, or movement of the building. Supply voltages of 12 V DC to 24 V DC can be used, and current consumption is very low – only 4 mA at 24 V in the quiescent state. For more information please contact: Fire Fighting Enterprises Limited Tel: +44 (0) 1438 317216 Website: www.ffeuk.com INTERNATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION www.ifpmag.com
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GIELLE



40 1964 - 2004



UHGKRW ()



FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS



Simply The Best Service.



YEARS



CELEBRATIONS



Fire Suppression systems Argon, IG-55, HFC 125, HFC 23, NAF S-III, FM-200.



Fire Engineering Site survey, flow calculations and design drawings, certificate of conformity.



(to The Best Price)



Professional Service Fire training, fire service, room integrity testing.



Service and Maintenance Expert installation, worldwide maintenance.



FM 200 Adaptable, flexible and versatile.



HFC-23 The fire protection solution of choice for both people and high value assets.



Argonite/CO 2 Inert gas fire protection delivering crucial benefits to Critical Asset protection customers.



Halon Banking Recycling halon, halon disposal, halon destruction.



WH



WorldHalonBank.com



ISO 9001 ISO 14001



www.gielle.it



CERTIFIED



GIELLE is probably the world’s leading fire extinguishing system mechanical, design and istallation comlpany. It offers its fire detection and protection trade customers a comprehensive and professional service that embraces every aspect of gaseous fire extinguishing system installation; from feasibility study, through design, equipment supply, installation and final commissioning.



FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS



Headquarter : Via Rocco Ferri, 26 Z.I. - 70022 ALTAMURA (Ba) Italy - Tel. +39 080 3118998 Pbx - Fax +39 080 3101309 - www.gielle.it- [email protected] Enquiries: www.gielle.it
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Start thinking about replacing your Halon system now, while you still have time. Regulation EC No 2037/2000 on substances that deplete the ozone layer. Article 4. Paragraph 4 (v) Fire protection systems containing halon shall be decommissioned before 31 December 2003.



Now is the time to decide which system



(a small number of exceptions are listed in Annex VII in the regulations).



• Allow enough time for a thorough evaluation • Take control and make the conversion



you are going to install and when you are going to install it. Why Now?



on your time line, not someone else’s



• Eliminate the last minute rush when demand for technical resources will be overloaded and conversion costs at a premium Why FM-200®?



• Fastest fire suppression system on the market • Safe for people and sensitive equipment • Environmentally safe • Simple to install and occupies up to 7 times less space than an inert gas system



• More than 100 thousand customer applications in over 70 countries makes FM-200® the most widely accepted clean agent in the world To find out more about why an FM-200 system is ideal for Halon replacement, call +44 (0) 161 875 3058 or visit www.FM-200.com.



www.FM-200.com



FM-200 is a registered trademark. FM-200 use is covered by U.S. patent 5,124,053. ©2002 Great Lakes Chemical Corporation



www.fm-200.com



The World’s Most Trusted Choice In Clean Agent Fire Suppression.
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